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ABSTRACT
Organic peroxides (OPs) are highly toxic oxidants. They directly react with
cellular macromolecules rendering them inactive. Soil bacteria live in an oxidative
environment rich in OPs from plant exudates and other xenobiotic compounds. Bacteria
also face a burst of organic peroxides (lipid peroxides) in the macrophages during host
invasion. Prokaryotes sense oxidative changes in environment and modulate their gene
expression as an adaptive response for survival. MarR (multiple antibiotic resistance
regulators) proteins enable bacteria to respond to such stress. Resistance to organic
oxidants has been hypothesized to help bacteria survive in presence of disinfectants.
This increases nosocomial infection rate.
Bacteria belonging to the Burkholderia cepacia complex (Bcc)., are mainly
associated with OP resistance. Being opportunistic, they infect immunocompromised
individuals, especially those suffering from cystic fibrosis. Genome wide analysis
revealed an ohr-ohrR locus in these bacteria. OhrR (organic hydroperoxide reductase
regulator) has been shown to regulate expression of ohr (encoding organic
hydroperoxide reductase) in some bacterial species. Ohr degrades organic oxidants in a
thiol-dependent manner. OhrR senses changes in the environment by virtue of its
redox-active cysteines.
In this study, Burkholderia thailandensis was the model system chosen due to
the oxidative environment it thrives in. Modeled structure of B. thailandensis OhrR (Bt
OhrR) revealed two cysteines (C16 and C121) predicted to be involved in oxidant
sensing and transcriptional regulation. Based on SDS-PAGE, Bt OhrR responds to
xi

organic and inorganic oxidants, contrary to conventional OhrRs. Oxidized species were
formed as a result of disulfide bonding between cysteines. Site-directed mutagenesis
showed initial oxidation of C16 key for disulfide bond formation with the neighboring
C121. DNA binding assays revealed OhrR binds the ohr and ohrR promoters, with
binding to ohr promoter attenuated in presence of oxidants (cumene hydroperoxide and
hydrogen peroxide).

Experimental analysis and structural modeling supported the

premise that OhrR derepresses ohr as a result of intermonomer disulfide bonding.
Footprinting showed C16 residues formed an oxidized product sufficient for
attenuating DNA binding by OhrR, indicating C16 to be “crucial” for peroxide sensing
and gene regulation in B. thailandensis. Upregulation in ohr and ohrR expression was
observed in the presence of organic oxidants, confirming OhrR’s role as a redox sensorregulator. With disinfectants being one of the last resorts for maintaining hygiene in
hospitals, understanding bacterial mechanisms of resistance to such compounds is
critical.

xii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Hospital acquired infections
Hospital acquired infections (HAIs) are those infections which arise/spread in a
hospital and/or a clinical care unit. They are a major cause of concern since they are not
caused due to ‘a’ particular organism but are rather spread indirectly as a consequence
of poor health and sanitation levels in healthcare environments. Compromised medical
instruments, bedding, sanitation, and infected fomites are common causes of HAIs.
With a variety of diverse bacterial species co-existing in hospital settings, chances of
them exchanging genetic information for antimicrobial resistance are very high. This is
what has generated deadly, multi-drug resistant bacteria with not many antibiotics left at
our disposal to protect us from them. This is an important reason for nosocomial
infections to be widespread thus increasing rapidly and becoming a major threat to
mankind. In 2011, CDC reported 722,000 deaths as a result of HAIs alone in the acute
care hospitals within the U.S. with the number only increasing [1].
Healthcare associated infections are of several types – contaminated devicebased, operative site-based, poor sanitation-based (urinary tract infections), and
antimicrobial abuse-related, to name a few. These vary depending on the source and/or
site of infection. Immunocompromised individuals are susceptible targets for such
infectious agents. Use of contaminated medical devices, especially respiratory support
systems (ventilators, nebulizers), are an easy route bacteria use to spread infections.
Cystic fibrosis is a common disorder in the United States having a large percentage of
1

people living with it. People suffering from cystic fibrosis have impaired salt and water
balance across epithelial surfaces, resulting in respiratory pathways that are blocked by
thick mucus secretions [2].
It is a combination of bacteria that take up residence in such clogged respiratory
pathways and heavy dependency of such individuals on some form of breathing support
that renders cystic fibrosis patients particularly vulnerable. With Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus being two predominant bacteria involved in
causing nosocomial infections, they were also observed to infect cystic fibrosis patients
[3]. In the late 1990’s - early 2000’s, a new group of bacteria, belonging to the
Burkholderia cepacia complex (Bcc), emerged as opportunistic pathogens in
immunocompromised individuals, that could also co-infect cystic fibrosis patients
synergistically with P. aeruginosa. B. cenocepacia was observed to have the most
serious consequences on patients [4, 5]. Apart from infecting people suffering from
pulmonary infections, it was also associated with outbreaks in immunocompromised
oncology patients [6]. It is B. cenocepacia’s unique ability to colonize multiple regions in
the host by virtue of its diverse virulence mechanisms [7] that renders treatment difficult.
The culprit- Burkholderiales
Originally identified as a plant pathogen by Walter Burkholder [8], B. cepacia
causes soft rot in onions. Usually Burkholderia spp. survive as soil saprophytes with an
exception of B. mallei that resides in mammalian hosts. Some other members of the
genus can inhabit industrial environments and regions varying in humidity, and some
are rhizosphere inhabitants or even exist in a symbiotic relationship with other species.
2

It is their enormous genome plasticity that gives them this advantage to survive diverse
environments [9].
Over the past several years, bacteria belonging to the Bcc have evolved
immensely as opportunistic pathogens [10]. It is their ability to colonize inanimate
objects and survive stress environments rich in antimicrobials like disinfectants,
antibiotics, mouthwashes, and also anesthetics, that help these bacteria hold their
ground in a hospital setup [11]. The Bcc complex consists of 20 bacterial species that
are indistinguishable phenotypically [12], however they have their own genotypic
properties. This makes them an interesting group of heterogenous organisms, among
which some are pathogenic and at the same time some are economically beneficial as
they in fact help make the environment a better place. For example – some of them
possess biopesticidal properties against certain fungal phytopathogens responsible for
damaging economically important crops; Bcc species are also useful as bioremediation
agents as they possess the ability to use various compounds as carbon sources by
degrading

toxic

chemical

compounds

found

in

groundwater

runoffs

(from

herbicides/pesticides), chlorinated aromatic substrates, etc. [9]. Bacteria belonging to
the Bukholderia spp. can survive diverse environments, help degrade organic
compounds, assist in bioremediation and crop control, secrete antibiotics and thereby
help in betterment of the environment. However, as a result of a highly flexible genome
they can revert to becoming opportunistic pathogens, which can be lethal. Among the
various mechanisms of virulence exhibited by the Bcc strains, biofilm formation is one
property they depend on for infection, which I will be investigating.
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Biofilms are surface adhering, large communities of bacteria, formed by cell-tocell adhesion, that protects the cells within from environmental effects, host defenses,
and antimicrobials to promote infection. It is the go-to mechanism bacteria usually opt
for in the presence of unfavorable environmental situations [13]. When the cells reach a
high cell density, close enough to communicate with each other via quorum sensing,
and are stagnant on an adsorbing surface (animate/inanimate), biofilm structures may
be initiated. This is then followed by maturation of the biofilm by release of extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS), usually a mixture of essential biomolecules

-

polysaccharides, proteins and DNA. Transitioning of the microbial cells from the
planktonic cell stage to the biofilm step is often triggered by environmental stresses
such as pH, temperature, nutrient starvation, and antibiotics, to name a few [14].
The morphology of a biofilm can be identified by growing the bacteria on an agar
plate or observing the pellicle of a static biofilm. Variation in colony morphologies on
exposure to different environments and/or induction of mutations are essential
determinants of a bacterium’s adaptive response to its changing environmental cues,
including those generated by the host [15]. Under normal circumstances, a mature
bacterial biofilm usually has a wrinkled morphology [16]. Bacteria assume such a
morphology to increase the surface area of their cells for better oxygen exchange, with
a view to maintain cellular redox homeostasis [17]. In an unfavourable condition,
bacteria usually shut down any external contact and therefore modify their colony
morphology to a smooth (closed) variety where some other cellular electrophiles are
now used as electron acceptors, instead of oxygen.

4

Among the other members of the Burkholderia genus, B. mallei and B.
pseudomallei, are important as they have been designated as category B biowarfare
agents by the CDC. Additionally, they have also been reported to be the causative
agents of glanders (horses) and meliodosis (humans), respectively. B. mallei (which
causes glanders) was one of the first biological weapons used in World War I. B.
thailandensis,

is

another

such

soil-dwelling

bacterium

belonging

to

the

Burkholderiaceae family, which is non-pathogenic, and shares genomic sequence
identity both with B. mallei and B. pseudomallei, more extensively with the latter (85%)
[18]. Although similar to B. mallei and B. pseudomallei, it is its ability to assimilate Larabinose, a negative regulator of the T3SS (Type 3 secretion system) in these bacteria
and absence of the production of capsular polysaccharides that make it non-pathogenic
[19].
Though highly attenuated in its virulence, being genetically homologous with B.
mallei and B. pseudomallei, there have been rare, but reported cases of B.
thailandensis infections resulting in deaths (only at an extremely high bacterial load),
making B. thailandensis a good model system to study Burkholderiaceae familyassociated virulence. With no effective treatment/vaccines available against these
deadly bioterror agents and several others in the Bcc complex, it is highly imperative to
characterize these organisms, proteins and other factors involved in their pathogenesis.
With most bacteria from the Bcc group being pathogenic, studying them require
sophisticated BSL3 facilities. B. thailandensis can therefore serve as a good model
system.

5

Reactive oxygen species – boon or bane?
Most organisms require oxygen for their survival on Earth. Organisms use
oxygen in its diatomic form for cellular respiration. The chemically reactive nature of
oxygen makes it susceptible for dissipating into several unstable species, some free
radicals, some reactive oxygen molecules, overall known as ‘reactive oxygen species’
or ROS, which if not controlled can potentially be harmful [20, 21]. Being unstable, these
reactive species have a tendency to stabilize themselves by reacting with available
substrate molecules in the cell – mainly nucleic acids, lipids and proteins. In general,
they render these macromolecules simply unreactive and in severe cases also cause
several neurodegenerative, genetic, cardiovascular or skin disorders, that might develop
into cancer and/or be lethal for the organism [20, 22].
Molecular oxygen undergoes a series of univalent reductions of its own (Figure
1), with each intermediate species being reactive. Superoxide anions are not highly
reactive by themselves, especially with a non-radical species (sugars, DNA or amino
acids). Its chemical reactivity is largely dependent on the site of generation. Their rate of
reacting with biomolecules such as protein, DNA or lipids is extremely low, almost close
to zero. Reaction with another free radical molecule such as NO · or Fe-S centres in ironsulfur cluster proteins or reaction with thiol groups could be some examples where they
O2
Molecular
Oxygen

O2 ·—
Superoxide
Anion

H2O2
Hydrogen
Peroxide

HO·

H2O

Hydroxyl
Radical

Water

Figure 1. Chemical reaction showing conversion of molecular oxygen into water
following univalent reduction reactions.
6

become highly reactive and selectively cause an effect [23]. When superoxides react
with hydrogen peroxide, they result in the formation of hydroxyl radicals which are
extremely reactive. They could also be formed by Fenton chemistry [24] or direct
dissipation of hydrogen peroxides by one electron reduction as well. On the other hand,
hydroxyl radicals can react with any molecule in a living cell, the target can be a sugar,
phospholipid, DNA base, or protein. It initiates lipid peroxidation resulting in the
formation of lipid hydroperoxides, which are highly toxic and difficult to
metabolize by the cell [23]. It can alter DNA bases, for example the purine base guanine
can be oxidized into 8-hydroxydesoxyguanosine, resulting in a mutation in the DNA.
Oxidation of the sugar moiety causes double strand breaks in the DNA, causing
deleterious effects in the cell. In contrast to hydrogen peroxide, however, the OH·
radical cannot travel long distances. It generates an effect at its site of generation by
reacting with the first molecule that comes in its path.
Not all are free radical species, some form an intermediate that further dissipates
into a more unstable species, such as hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide by itself is
a weak oxidizing and reducing agent. However, it can easily diffuse through cell
membranes and react with other free radicals such as superoxides, metals (iron or
copper) to generate an effect. In proteins, ROS can react directly with the thiol (-SH)
groups of the amino acid cysteine. ROS are not all bad. They are byproducts of aerobic
metabolism [25], and are important signaling molecules in the cell, where they play a
significant role in apoptosis, cytoskeletal development and cell differentiation [26], and
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also help protect the host by being part of an immune response (phagocytic) charged
against invading pathogens [27]. Therefore, cells do need them.
Homeostasis is maintained within the cell by presence of enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidants that scavenge these free radicals when in excess. A delicate
balance between the antioxidants and these free radicals is important for the normal
functioning of cellular macromolecules in an aerobic environment. It is when this
balance is disturbed, and the detoxification systems start to fail, that a condition known
as ‘oxidative stress’ sets in. Such a condition can occur due to exogenous factors - solar
radiation, exposure to xenobiotics and/or endogenous factors such as an exaggerated
immune response that can occur during a host invasion, or depletion of antioxidants
and/or unregulated metabolic cycles [20, 22, 25]
Oxidative stress
Being highly ubiquitous, prokaryotic organisms are continually faced with a
variety of stress environments, a predominant one being the oxidative kind. In addition
to cellular metabolic processes where bacteria are commonly exposed to ROS (reactive
oxygen species) of their own, it is when they invade a host (plant/animal) that they are
faced by a burst of oxide radicals as part of the host’s primary line of immune response.
These mainly include reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide, superoxide
anions, and hydroxyl ions [28], affecting essential bacterial biomolecules (as mentioned
previously). Additionally, as part of the first line of defense, activated neutrophils charge
an immune response by secreting hypochlorous acid (HOCl) onto the invading bacteria.
HOCl is generated within the cell by myeloperoxidases on reacting hydrogen peroxide
8

with chloride ions. It usually attacks thiols in methionine and cysteine residues directly.
HOCl can also react with essential cellular molecules such as ascorbate and NADPH,
release metals from metalloproteins and react with DNA, rendering them inactive. This
kind of oxidative burst is an important defence strategy evidenced by numerous reports
of reduced bacterial virulence as a result of rendering the pathogens unable to defend
themselves against host derived ROS. Such an oxidative burst response contributes to
an important defense strategy by the host as evidenced by numerous reports of
reduced bacterial virulence, as a result rendering the pathogens unable to defend
themselves against host-derived ROS. Bacterial strains belonging to the Burkholderia
genus mainly live in the soil. Being soil dwellers, they always encounter oxidative
compounds in soil, in the form of xenobiotics (pesticides/antibiotics), plant exudates and
other secretory products rich in lipid peroxides and organic hydroperoxides to name a
few. Plant exudates are rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids, a susceptible target for
oxidation. Lipids form an integral component of the bacterial cell-membrane. Lipid
peroxides are produced either by oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids by molecular
oxygen or host lipoxygenases as a protective response to invading pathogens [29].
These lipid peroxide molecules are extremely toxic as they can lead to oxidation of
other neighboring unsaturated fatty acid molecules, producing more free radicals [30] in
addition to starting a cascade of toxic events affecting cell-membrane fluidity. If not
degraded correctly, the intermediary byproducts produced such as acrolein or
malondialdehyde are capable of reacting with proteins and DNA and thus affecting
essential cellular processes [31, 32].

9

Organic peroxides are also synthesized within macrophages as a consequence
of host-pathogen interaction, where cellular free radicals released during stress oxidize
bacterial lipid molecules. In the process, lipid molecules in the host also get affected.
With free radicals being non-specific in reacting with their substrates, the free radical
surge during host invasion affects host tissue severely. Bacterial infection within a host
strongly depends on the extent of host tissue damage and antioxidative regulatory
mechanisms bacteria possess to minimize the free radical damage [33]. With
physiological evolution in antioxidative responses in bacteria, antibiosis is increasingly
becoming a cause of concern. Prokaryotes exist in diverse surroundings varying in pH,
osmolarity, temperature and/or nutrient availability, where each factor can be
differentially overwhelming or limiting and therefore a cause of stress [34]. In situations
where some microbes switch to becoming pathogenic, they are able to infect and
proliferate within a host by countering the host’s defense mechanisms. They do so by
modulating their transcriptomic profile upon infection, to an attacking-protective mode,
typically where upregulation of antioxidative and virulence genes is key. The bacterial
response is based on the host’s environment and the type of immune response it
imposes on the bacteria. Upregulating virulence genes helps in their favor by further
damaging the already affected host tissue as a consequence of the host’s own immune
response [33, 35].
MarRs
In order to combat environmental stress, especially the oxidative kind, bacteria
have evolved to possess proteins that can help them modulate their transcriptomic
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profile to a detoxification or a repair mode based on the extent of damage. Among the
vast array of proteins bacteria possess are two major regulatory protein families – the
LysRs and the MarRs (multiple antibiotic resistance regulators), help in the alteration of
bacterial gene expression based on environmental signals. The LysR family of proteins
was the first family of transcription regulators reported to deal with oxidative stress.
Apart from that they also help regulate genes involved in virulence, bacterial
metabolism, and motility to name a few [36, 37]. Mainly found in the alpha and gamma
proteobacteria, they mostly function as positive gene regulators, although some
exceptions do exist. Their basic mechanism of function requires a

signal

molecule/coinducer to bind to it in order to induce conformational changes in the protein
and thereby alter gene expression. Classically, they have a coinducer domain where the
signal molecule binds. This information gets relayed via structural changes in the
protein to its DNA binding region (HTH motif) thereby activating gene regulation. [38,
39].
MarRs are important transcriptional regulators in the bacterial assembly, altering
gene expression in response to environmental signals. Hence they can also be referred
to as ‘environmental sensors’. Currently there are more than 25,000 members of the
MarR family that have been annotated and observed to be distributed in both bacterial
and archaeal domains. In fact, MarRs have been proposed to be one of the nine
families of transcription factors to have evolved even before the two domains (bacteria
and archaea) existed independently [40]. They are mainly found in free-living, large
genome-sized bacteria, exhibiting complex life-styles of being a commensal to changing
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into a parasite/symbiont [41]. With such a characteristic of surviving multiple
environments in one life-cycle, commonly seen in pathogenic and some commercially
important bacteria, understanding these MarR proteins is important.
Being transcriptional regulators and classical sensors of changes in the
environment, they relay environmental signals through conformational modifications in
their structure. In this way, they control expression of genes involved in cellular
processes including central metabolic pathways, release of virulence factors, exporting
toxic chemicals and drugs out of the cell, and degradation of aromatic and antibacterial
compounds (antibiotics and other disinfectants) [41-43].
Structure of MarR proteins
The multiple antibiotic resistance regulator (MarR) was first identified and
characterized in the E. coli K12 strain where it was observed to negatively regulate the
marRAB operon responsible for controlling bacterial resistance to antibiotics, potent
disinfectants, and organic solvents. Hence the name MarR [44, 45]. Based on the
structural information on MarRs obtained upon comparing the various structures of
MarR determined by x-ray crystallography, it is observed that MarRs exist as dimers
and assume a triangular, 2-fold symmetry, typically consisting of six alpha-helices and 3
beta sheets (Figure 2). The two long alpha helices (α1-α1’) interact to form the
dimerization interface giving the MarR structure an overall symmetry by creating a
buried surface area of 3700 Å. This forms the ‘hinge’ region that controls the spatial
arrangement of the DNA binding lobes, such that they hardly interact with each other
and are maintained at a distance of ~ 6 Å. The DNA binding region of a MarR protein
12

has a characteristic winged helix-turn-helix (wHTH) DNA binding motif specific for
recognizing palindromic sequences. The 6 Å distance helps the HTH motif of the two
DNA lobes to exactly interact with consecutive major grooves with the wing stabilizing
the protein-DNA interactions by precisely fitting into the minor groove.

Figure 2. Structure of reduced E. coli MarR (PDB Id: 3VB2). Secondary structure
elements are shown as cartoon (helices) with one sub-unit colored in grey and the other
subunit colored using rainbow colors from N- to C-termini (α1- blue, α2- cyan, α3green, α4- light shiny green, α5- orange, α6-red).

The helix 5 helps connect the DNA binding region of MarR with the upper half of
the structure, holding the whole structure together [42, 46]. The wHTH motif of MarRs
has profound specificity for AT-rich, dsDNA sequences, containing inverted repeats,
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which may not be completely palindromic within prokaryotic promoters where they bind
and thereby influence the expression of associated or neighboring genes [47].
Transcriptional regulation by MarRs
MarR homologs are encoded by a gene locus usually consisting of divergent
genes, where one of the two genes is the regulator and the neighbouring gene is the
one it regulates. The intergenic region contains the promoter elements for the two
genes. The most common mode of regulation involves binding of the regulator to that
intergenic DNA to inhibit the RNA polymerase holoenzyme from accessing the -10, -35
cognate DNA sequences resulting in transcriptional repression of the genes by the
MarR regulator. This is usually observed when the regulatory protein binds its cognate
DNA in its reduced or unmodified form [48].

Figure 3. Illustration showing gene repression by a MarR protein.
Binding of the MarR regulator to upstream elements of the gene prevents RNA
polymerase from binding and transcribing the gene. It is this typical mechanism that
MarR proteins employ for transcriptional repression (Figure 3). There are other ways
repression can be achieved. For example, the E. coli HpaR protein causes negative
regulation of the gene by interfering with the promoter escape of RNA polymerase [49].
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In situations where the two genes lie in the same orientation, such as for A.
tumefaciens OhrR, which regulates adjacent ohr and ohrR genes [50], it is the affinity of
the MarR protein to the promoter of the gene under its regulation which decides the
regulator’s function to be that of a transcriptional repressor or an activator. Essentially, it
is the placement of the regulator protein onto or upstream of the promoter site which
governs if it would interfere with RNA polymerase binding the promoter region and in
turn result in repression or allow the binding of RNA polymerase causing activation of
the gene.
The latter is achieved with the transcriptional regulator either coming off the
promoter DNA or remaining loosely bound to it, making space for the RNA polymerase
to bind. The protein’s affinity to its cognate DNA can be altered on binding with a ligand
or on oxidation. This has been observed in S. coelicolor OhrR, where the protein-DNA
topology changes on OhrR oxidation, where it then loses its original tight binding to the
promoter, giving space for the RNA polymerase to bind to its cognate site, allowing
forward transcription [51]. In spite of being structurally dissimilar, differential amino acid
composition of these MarRs and their arrangement in its structure (buried/on the
surface), determine how these proteins respond differently to diverse environmental
signals. To name a few examples, while thiol-based oxidation of S. coelicolor OhrR
results in gene activation, thiol-based oxidation of BifR causes heightened repression
[52]. Similarly, binding of urate to MftR (major facilitator transport regulator), another
MarR protein, results in attenuation in DNA binding of this global regulator MftR,
upregulating genes under its control [53].
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On the other hand, protein-protein interaction of ArmR (a peptide moiety) with
MexR (a transcriptional repressor of MexAB-OprM, an efflux pump) displaces the DNA
from the DNA binding region of MexR, resulting in derepression of the gene under its
control. MexAB-OprM [54]. Having introduced the DNA binding mechanism of MarRs,
the dynamics involved and the possible regulatory outcomes that can result on changes
in protein-DNA topology, I would like to focus on discussing some examples of redoxactive transcriptional regulators keeping with the theme of the project, which is stress
response.
Thiol-based redox sensors
As mentioned before, bacteria face enormous oxidative stress during host
invasion in addition to their ecological niches such as soil – where they would come
across oxidant load from plant exudates and other xenobiotics. These ROS target
cysteines in bacterial proteins to oxidize and typically inactivate their function. In return,
as part of bacterial antioxidative response, on oxidation, these cysteine-containing thioldisulfide switches activate other detoxification or redox restoration pathways to bring
back the bacterial cell to its reduced redox state for efficient functioning and successful
host invasion. This section explains some examples of thiol-containing MarR and nonMarR proteins and the regulatory mechanisms exhibited by them.
Lee and Helmann experimentally showcased several ways a functional protein
can be rendered inactive in the presence of an oxidant. On reacting with an oxidant, a)
the reactive sulfhydryl group (-SH) in cysteine can be reversibly oxidized to a sulfenic
acid (intermediate) to bond with another free thiol molecule in the protein/ with a low
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molecular weight (LMW) thiol in the cell’s cytoplasm. This results in the formation of
disulfide bonded moieties that can be reduced by the cell’s reducing system and
reactivated. b) Another route that the oxidized thiol group can take is to react with the
amide backbone of a neighboring amino acid to form cyclic sulphenamide structures
which are again reversible in the presence of a reducing agent to reactivate the protein.
However, when none of these options are available to the thiol group, the oxidant
irreversibly overoxidizes the thiol into a sulfinic/ sulfonic acid moiety, which needs to be
sacrificed and degraded by the cell [55, 56]. Experiments in X. campestris and B.
subtilis have shown that dilsulfide bond formation is mandatory for derepression to
occur [57-59]. Following are some of the common thiol based redox switches in
prokaryotes that protect the bacteria from oxidative insults via diverse regulatory
mechanisms.
1. OxyR – LysR family, redox sensor for peroxides in E. coli
OxyR belongs to the LysR family of transcriptional regulators and was the first wellcharacterized redox sensitive thiol regulator. It reacts with H2O2 at its conserved Cys199
that gets oxidized to sulfenic acid and forms an intramolecular disulfide bond with a
neighboring Cys208 in each of the four subunits of the OxyR tetramer [60]. On
oxidation, the tetrameric OxyR now binds differently to its operator sequence,
interacting with four adjacent major grooves as opposed to its previous reduced state
where it was only interacting with two major grooves. This induces cooperative binding
of OxyR with RNA polymerase, thereby activating transcription. While it activates genes
under its control, peroxide scavenging peroxiredoxin (ahpCF), catalase, iron-uptake
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regulator (fur), to name a few, it represses its own expression [61]. OxyR thus protects
E. coli from hydrogen peroxide stress via intramolecular disulfide bond formation.
2. PerR – Fur family, metal-based peroxide sensor in B. subtilis (Firmicutes)
PerR belongs to the Fur family of transcriptional regulators and it is inactivated on
treatment with hydrogen peroxide by two modes – one being via metal sensitization,
while the other being through disulfide bond formation. The PerR regulon includes
peroxiredoxin scavenging proteins such as peroxiredoxin (ahpCF), iron-uptake
repressor (fur), catalase, and the heme biosynthesis operon, to name a few. PerR
contains two metal binding sites – a zinc (Zn2+) binding site in which the metal is
coordinated by four cysteine residues (Cys96, Cys99, Cys136 and Cys139) in the Cterminal region and a Fe2+ or Mn2+ binding regulatory site in which the metal is
coordinated with three histidine and two aspartic acid residues as ligands [62].
Fe2+or Mn2+ both compete for the regulatory site, but it is only the Fe-bound PerR
that reacts with H2O2 as a consequence of Fenton reaction. In the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, Fe2+ gets oxidized via Fenton reaction generating hydroxyl radicals which in
turn results in the oxidation of histidine residues, and therefore derepression of genes
under PerR control. Chi and Antelmann have also shown intramolecular disulfide
bonding between the cysteines in PerR to result in upregulation of genes under PerR
control [63]. Thus, PerR protects bacteria from hydrogen peroxide stress by both metal
sensitized histidine oxidation or disulfide bond formation induced derepression.
3.

OhrR (organic hydroperoxide reductase regulator) – MarR family, organic
peroxide and hypochlorite sensor, from B. subtilis, X. campestris.
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The organic hydroperoxide reductase regulator (OhrR) has been previously shown to
control the expression of Ohr (organic hydroperoxide reductase), which functions in
degrading organic peroxides. The regulator, OhrR, senses changes in the environment
via its cysteine residues that act as sensors, which relays the information to the rest of
the protein to induce structural changes resulting in altered gene expression [59, 64].
OhrRs are further divided into two sub-families – 1Cys OhrR and 2Cys OhrR,
depending on the number of cysteine residues present in the structure and involved in
disulfide bond formation.
B. subtilis OhrR is a 1-cysteine protein molecule that protects the bacteria from
organic peroxide stress. It regulates the expression of ohr. Being a 1-cysteine molecule,
treatment with organic peroxides results in the Cys22 to be converted into sulfenic acid.
However, the sulfenic acid by itself is insufficient for causing derepression of the gene.
Antelmann et al, showed that Cys22-sulfenic acid reacts with bacillithiol (a low
molecular weight thiol molecule) to complete interdisulfide bond formation, in turn
relieving ohr from OhrR repression [63], thus protecting the cell from organic peroxide
stress.
It follows the same route in the presence of sodium hypochlorite as well, except
that it forms sulphenyl chloride as an intermediate instead of sulphenic acid prior to
reacting with the free thiol. A 2-Cys OhrR (as in X. campestris) carries out gene
regulation in the similar manner, via inter-molecular-disulfide bond formation, where the
central cysteine being oxidized (Cys 22 in previous case) now has a neighbouring free
thiol from another cysteine residue for inter-molecular disulfide bond formation to occur.
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4. MgrA/SarZ – MarR family, H2O2, organic peroxides and superoxide sensor in S.
aureus.
MgrA (multiple gene regulator A) and SarZ (Staphylococcus aureus accessory
regulator) are global regulators of anitibiotic resistance and virulence in S. aureus. They
control an array of genes involved in virulence, such as enzymes for capsule
polysaccharide biosynthesis, alpha-toxin, coagulase, and extracellular serine proteases.
It confers the bacteria resistance to antibiotics such as vancomycin, tetracycline,
penicillin and fluoroquinone. Similar to B. subtilis OhrR, they both have 1-Cys residue
(Cys12 in MgrA and Cys13 in SarZ) available for oxidation as a means to protect the
bacteria from stress. In the presence of an oxidant, the single cysteine present oxidizes
to sulphenic acid, causing derepression of genes under MgrA regulation and an
upregulation in the antibiotic resistance in S. aureus [65].
In addition to a thiol-oxidation based protection, these bacteria also have the ability to
undergo post-translational cysteine phosphorylation by the eukaryotic-like serine
threonine kinase (stk1) and serine threonine phosphatase (stp1) [66] inducing full
virulence in the bacteria by generating maximal resistance to vancomycin. Both these
proteins modifications were observed to generate a similar phenotype within the SarZ
protein as well.
5. HypT – LysR family, hypochlorite-specific sensor
HypT is another transcriptional regulator belonging to the LysR family of transcriptional
regulators. It controls the expression of genes involved in sulfur, cysteine and
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methionine biosynthesis, thus indicating the role of HypT mainly in restoring a reducing
environment in the cell as against degradation of toxic
compounds as observed in other regulators. HypT possesses three methionine and one
cysteine residue per monomer. In its reduced state, it was observed to exist as a
multimer that broke down into tetrameric forms in the presence of oxidant or when gene
activation was needed. On treating HypT with sodium hypochlorite, methionine residues
were observed to get oxidized rapidly into methionine sulfoxide, causing an activation of
HypT. This resulted in upregulation of the genes involved in methionine synthesis with a
view to reduce the effect of methionine oxidation on the cell’s redox state by
replenishing the cell with new methionine molecules. Cysteine residues were observed
to be essential for oligomerization and stability of HypT as a storage unit to open up into
its tetrameric DNA-binding form in the presence of an oxidant. However, the same
cysteines played no role in vivo in gene regulation [67, 68].
AhpC and Ohr
As mentioned before, organic hydroperoxides, which are the byproducts of lipid
peroxidation can be extremely deleterious if not detoxified in time. Two major organic
peroxide detoxification systems exist for degrading organic peroxides – AhpC (alkyl
hydroperoxide reductase) and Ohr (organic hydroperoxide reductase). Both antioxidant
systems break down organic peroxides such as cumene hydroperoxide and/or tert-butyl
hydroperoxide into their non-toxic alcoholic forms, rendering the environment safe for
bacterial survival. Another aspect common to both proteins is the presence of two
cysteines per dimer, which reduce the hydroperoxide into alcohols in the process
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oxidizing themselves and forming disulfide bonds. Having said that, there are certain
differences between how both proteins function. The alkyl hydroperoxide reductase
enzyme from S. typhimurium has two parts to the system – AhpC and AhpF. They
together result in the pyridine nucleotide-dependent catalytic reduction of organic
hydroperoxides. While AhpF is a thioredoxin reductase-like pyridine nucleotide
dependent protein, containing two redox active cysteine residues bonded into a disulfide
and one FAD center per subunit, the other protein AhpC contains two redox-active
cysteines (bonded as a disulfide) per dimer observed to be involved in the reduction of
organic hydroperoxides [69]. Poole and Ellis demonstrated through their experiments
that it is the NADH-initiated transfer of electrons across redox-active thiol groups from
AhpF to AhpC that allows for disulfide exchange between the two proteins via FAD. The
thiol group in AhpC ultimately reduces the hydroperoxide by oxidizing itself to sulfenic
acid. The latter being unstable reacts with a neighboring free thiol to restore the
disulfide bond. In AhpC, on oxidation, the two cysteines per monomer result in
intersubunit disulfide bond formation while completing the reaction [69, 70]. The enzyme
forms two disulfide bonds per dimer while its oxidation occurs.
In some bacteria, such as X. campestris and B. subtilis, it is the other system of
OHP degradation, by Ohr, which is more prevalent. [64, 71]. The proposed mechanism
of catalysis suggests that lipid hydroperoxide directly hits one of the two cysteines in the
protein resulting in sulfenic acid formation and reducing the hydroperoxide to an alcohol
in the process. The oxidized cysteine immediately reacts with a neighboring thiol from
another cysteine residue resulting in disulfide bond formation. Dithiols floating around in
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the system can then re-reduce the enzyme Ohr into its native state, ready for action.
They also mentioned probable chances of overoxidation of cysteine residues into
sulfonic acid at higher oxidant concentrations. Oxidation of Ohr results in a single
intramolecular disulfide bond formation, contrary to the intermonomer disulfide bonds
formed in AhpC. Both systems are equally potent in detoxifying OHPs, with Ohr
observed to degrade tert-butyl hydroperoxides better than CHP in X. campestris.
Although they cannot be inter-changed completely, if one is shut down, the other does
take over and functions as a peroxide detoxifier [50]
Organic peroxides are among the most toxic, oxygen based reactive species due
to their ability to trigger production of more free radicals, while at the same time having
deleterious effects of its intermediary degradation products such as acrolein and
malondialdehyde with the bacterial cellular macromolecules. In order to invade the host
efficiently, bacteria need to detoxify these reactive oxygen species, for which they have
two systems characterized – AhpC and Ohr. Although previous studies do showcase
how these detoxification systems function, all is not understood as yet. Conventionally,
Ohr and OhrR were observed to sense organic peroxides only. However, a recent
report by Peeters et al, in B. cenocepacia, showcased an upregulation in ohr levels in
the presence of hydrogen peroxide and sodium hypochlorite as well. These results hint
at possible evolutionary changes these organisms might be adapting to in order to
survive harsh stressful environments. B. thailandensis, being a soil-dwelling organism is
an ideal model system to study organic peroxide stress in bacteria. Additionally, having
mentioned the genetic homology of B. pseudomallei and B. mallei with B. thailandensis,
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understanding the mode of action of B, thailandensis OhrR in the presence of organic
and inorganic oxidants will be insightful. Also, with B. cenocepacia involved in causing
nosocomial infections, identifying the types of oxidants OhrR responds to and the
consequent alterations in gene expression each oxidant triggers should aid in directing
a therapeutic response. Hence, I am interested in studying the effect of organic
(cumene hydroperoxide) and inorganic (hydrogen peroxide and sodium hypochlorite)
oxidants on OhrR, from B. thailandensis.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Sequence alignment and structural modeling of OhrR
The amino acid sequence of Burkholderia thailandensis OhrR was compared
with that of the canonical E. coli MarR and other MarR proteins belonging to the thiolbased regulator subfamily using the MUSCLE sequence alignment server [72]. Amino
acid residues were shaded using BOXSHADE v3.21. A structural model of B.
thailandensis OhrR was generated using homology-modelling by the SWISS-MODEL
server, in automated mode [73]. The model was built using the structure of
Xanthomonas campestris OhrR as a template (PDB no. 2pex) with 55.15% identity.
Creating recombinant OhrR wild-type and mutant expression constructs
B. thailandensis E264 strain, purchased from ATCC® (700388D-5™), was
cultured in Luria Bertani (LB) broth at 37ºC. Genomic DNA was extracted from an
overnight culture [74] and used as a template to amplify ohrR (BTH_II0598) from B.
thailandensis genome using PCR with primers OhrR_FP and OhrR_RP (for primer
sequences, see Table 1). The 453 bp PCR product was cloned into NdeI - HindIII
restriction sites of the pET28b expression vector (Novagen), resulting in addition of a
His6-tag preceding OhrR at the N-terminus. The recombinant plasmid harboring wildtype ohrR was then transformed into E. coli Top10 competent cells (Invitrogen) [75] and
selected on LB-Kanamycin (50 μg/mL) plates incubated at 37ºC. Colonies were picked
individually, grown in LB-Kanamycin (50 μg/mL) broth and plasmid was prepared to be
sequenced for confirming DNA sequence accuracy. The correct plasmid containing
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wild-type (WT) ohrR, now called pOhrR was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) pLysS
competent cells and plated on LB-Kanamycin plates (50 μg/mL) and grown at 37ºC to
initiate the process of protein expression.
Plasmid pOhrR was used as template for synthesizing constructs in which
cysteine residues of OhrR were mutated to alanine, generating single and double
mutants, with plasmids pC16A, pC121A and pC16AC121A encoding genes C16AohrR,
C121AohrR and C16AC121AohrR, respectively. Being structurally similar to cysteine
and comparable in terms of hydrophobicity, alanine was chosen as its substitute. Sitedirected mutagenesis using whole-plasmid PCR was used, wherein PCR primers
contained the requisite mismatch(es) (for primer sequences used, refer to Table 1). The
parent recombinant plasmid (pOhrR) was digested using DpnI at 37ºC overnight,
following which the mutant plasmids were gel purified using Gel and PCR clean-up kit
(Promega). Isolated plasmids were then transformed in E. coli Top10 cells, and plasmid
was prepared and sequenced as described for pOhrR. Accurate mutant plasmid
constructs were then transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) pLysS competent cells and
plated on LB-Kanamycin plates (50 μg/mL) to initiate protein expression.
Expression and purification of OhrR wild-type and mutant proteins
Single colonies picked from each LB-Kanamycin (50 μg/mL) bacterial plate were
grown overnight in LB-Kanamycin (50 μg/mL) broth. The overnight culture was diluted
1:100 and grown at 250 rpm, 37ºC until OD600 reached ~ 0.5. Overexpression of protein
was induced by adding 0.5 mM of isopropyl-1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) and
allowing the cells to grow for an additional 2 hours. The induced cultures were then
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cooled on ice for a few minutes, collected by centrifuging at 4 ºC and cell pellets stored
at -80 ºC.
For each protein to be extracted, the cell pellets (obtained from 1L batch culture)
were thawed on ice for about an hour and then resuspended in 12 ml ice-cold lysis
buffer [300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 5% glycerol, 1 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1 mM
phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 5 mM imidazole]. Resuspended cells were
then disrupted on ice using a sonicator (3 sets of 7 short pulses over a period of 2
minutes at a % duty Cycle of 55 and output control of 5). Thee hundred μg/mL lysozyme
and 0.05% Triton-X 100 were then added to the cell-suspension to complete the lysis.
The amount of lysis buffer to be used varies with the volume of large batch culture used
for protein induction.
After allowing cell lysis to proceed on ice for about an hour, the sample was
centrifuged at 9000 rpm, 4 ºC for 1 hour. The supernatant was carefully transferred to a
separate tube, mixed with pre-equilibrated HIS-Select Nickel Affinity beads (Sigma), and
incubated with gentle agitation for about an hour at 4ºC. The equilibration buffer used
contained 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 5% glycerol. The
suspension was loaded onto a column and washed using 15 column volumes of wash
buffer [300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 5% glycerol, 10 mM
imidazole, 1 mM DTT] to remove unbound protein. The washing step was repeated with
10 column volumes of wash buffer containing 20 mM imidazole. Subsequently, the
protein was eluted in three steps using 6 column volumes each of elution buffer
containing increasing concentrations of imidazole [300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium
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phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, with 50 mM-100 mM-250 mM
imidazole]. After confirming the presence and purity of OhrR among the various eluted
fractions using SDS-PAGE (12%), pure eluates were pooled and dialysed against
dialysis buffer [300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 5% glycerol, 1
mM DTT] overnight at 4ºC. Dialysed protein was collected and concentrated using a
concentration column with a nominal molecular weight limit of 10 kDa (Centriprep
Centrifugal Filter Unit with Ultracel-10 membrane, Millipore). Concentrated protein
samples were stored in equilibration buffer containing 10% glycerol and 1 mM DTT,
flash frozen using liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 ºC. Concentration was calculated
using Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) as
standard and by measuring absorbance at 280 nm using a calculated extinction
coefficient of 13,000 M-1cm-1 [76].
Size - exclusion chromatography
A TSK gel G3000SWXL column (TOSOH BioSciences) having dimensions 30 x
0.78 mm was used for molecular size-based separation of proteins. The column was
pre-equilibrated at 4ºC using gel-filtration buffer [150 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 8.0), 2% glycerol]. Oxidised [20 mM cumene hydroperoxide (CHP)] and
reduced (20 mM DTT) OhrR protein samples were run in gel-filtration buffer through the
column at a flowrate of 0.8 ml/min at 4 ºC. To determine the molecular weight of OhrR,
a standard curve was used in which the Kav values of gel filtration protein markers
(BioRad) was plotted as a function of Log10 of their molecular weights.
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The equation Kav = (VE-VO)/(VT-VO) was used where VE, VO and VT represent
the retention volume of the protein, void volume of the column and the geometric bed
volume of the column, respectively. Markers run on the column (under the same
conditions as OhrR) were thyroglobulin (670 kDa), γ-globulin (158 kDa), ovalbumin (44
kDa), myoglobin (17 kDa), and vitamin B12 (13.5 kDa).
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
Secondary structure composition of OhrR was estimated using a Jasco J-815
circular dichroism spectrometer (Jasco Inc.). Far-UV circular dichroism spectra of 10 µM
OhrR was measured in CD buffer [20 mM NaCl, 12.5 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH
8.0), 2.5% glycerol, 0.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol] at 20°C. Spectrometric readings were
conducted in triplicates at data pitch points of 1 nm using a quartz cuvette with 0.1 cm
path length. Secondary structure composition was calculated using the K2D programme
from Dichroweb [77]. The goodness of fit for the obtained CD spectrum was determined
from the NRMSD value to be 0.08 with a maximum error of 0.182.

Effect of oxidants using non- reducing SDS-PAGE
Samples were prepared by treating 15 µM of WT and mutant OhrR proteins (prereduced with 1 mM DTT) with increasing concentrations (10 µM – 10 mM) of CHP,
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and sodium hypochlorite (the active ingredient in bleach).
After incubating reactions for 15 min at room temperature, the oxidation reactions were
terminated by adding sample loading buffer (SDS-PAGE) without any reducing agent
(DTT/β-mercaptoethanol).
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Reversibility of oxidation was observed by treating oxidized protein samples with
20 mM DTT for 15 min prior to adding sample buffer. Air-oxidized and DTT-treated
OhrR were used as controls. Protein samples (with sample buffer added) were then
boiled, subjected to electrophoresis on a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and observed
using Coomassie Brilliant blue stain [78].
Thermal stability assay
Change in thermal stability of OhrR as a function of oxidative state was estimated
using Applied Biosystems (ABI) 7500 Real-Time PCR system. Reactions were
assembled in a 96 well-plate on ice. As air-oxidized controls, 60 µL samples containing
8 µM of WT and mutant OhrR proteins were prepared in thermal stability assay (TSA)
buffer [100 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, and 5X SYPRO Orange (Invitrogen) dye].
To study the effect of oxidants, protein samples were treated with increasing
concentrations (100 µM – 5 mM) of CHP, H2O2 and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) before
being added to the TSA buffer. Respective blank samples were included. The 96-well
plate was then monitored for SYPRO Orange fluorescence emission, measured over a
temperature range of 5 ºC – 94 ºC in 1 ºC increments. SYBR green filter was used for
fluorescence detection.
Total yield in fluorescence from each sample was corrected for fluorescence from
the blank samples and then normalized with the maximal fluorescence value. The
resulting data was then plotted using Sigma Plot 9 software and fit to a four-parameter
sigmoidal equation to obtain the melting temperatures (Tm) for each sample. The Tm
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from technical triplicates for each sample were averaged for each experiment and Tm
values reported are the average (± SD) obtained from three separate experiments [79].
DNA binding measured using electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)
Two operator DNA segments, 73 bp ohrO-l and 105 bp ohrRO, representing the
sequence upstream of ohr (BTH_II0597) and ohrR (BTH_II0598) open reading frames,
respectively, were amplified from the B. thailandensis E264 genome using PCR (for
primer sequences, refer to Table 1). After gel-purifying the PCR products, 2 pmoles of
each DNA was used for 5’-end labeling with

32P-ATP

and T4-polynucleotide kinase.

Radiolabeled DNA fragments were then phenol-chloroform extracted, ethanol
precipitated and stored in TE’ buffer to be used for EMSA.
To measure the DNA binding affinity of OhrR to ohr (ohrO-l) and ohrR (ohrRO)
upstream DNA sequences, EMSA was carried out using 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel
(39:1 acrylamide: bisacrylamide) in 0.5X Tris-Borate EDTA (TBE) buffer. The two
radiolabeled DNA sequences (ohrO-l and ohrRO) at a concentration of 0.1 nM were
incubated with increasing concentrations of OhrR protein in binding buffer [25 mM Tris
(pH 8.0), 50 mM NaCl,1 mM disodium EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 0.05% Brij58, 100 μg/mL
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 8% glycerol], in the presence of non-specific DNA (0.8
nM/reaction, linearized pET28b) at room temperature (25°C) for 30 min. The samples
were then loaded on a pre-run 8% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed at 10V cm -1
for 1 hour in 0.5X TBE buffer. The gel was, dried, exposed to phosphor screens and
visualized using a TyphoonTM 8600 phosphorimager (GE Healthcare). ImageQuant 5.1
software was used to assess the data. Half-maximal saturation of ohrO-l and ohrRO
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DNA sequences was calculated using Kaleidagraph 4.0 (Synergy Software) by fitting
the data to f = fmax * [OhrR]nH / (Kd + [OhrR]nH) where nH is the Hill coefficient (which is
1 for DNA with a single binding site), Kd is the apparent equilibrium dissociation
constant reflecting half-maximal saturation of the DNA and fmax is the maximal
fractional saturation [80].
Specificity of the interaction of OhrR with ohrO-l and ohrRO was determined by
competition assay. In this assay, OhrR was titrated with increasing concentrations of
unlabeled non-specific plasmid DNA (linearized pET28b) or unlabeled ohrO-l or ohrRO
DNA in the presence of labeled DNA sequences in question (ohrO-l or ohrRO). Care
was taken to have both DNA samples (labeled and unlabeled) in the
tube prior to adding the protein. DNA and protein were incubated in the same binding
buffer described above at room temperature for 30 min. The remainder of the procedure
was as described above.

Fluorescence-based DNase I footprinting
In order to identify the specific DNA binding site where OhrR binds around the
ohrO-l and ohrRO DNA regions, DNase I footprinting was carried out using fluorescently
labeled DNA fragments separated using capillary electrophoresis on a genetic analyzer.
For this purpose, two fluorescently labeled PCR products – 272 and 280 bp long,
upstream of ohr and ohrR open reading frames (including the ohrO-l and ohrRO
regions) respectively were amplified using B. thailandensis E264 genomic DNA as
template. Amplicon-specific primers were used in which the forward primer was 5’-end
labeled with 6-FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein) and the reverse primer was un-labeled (for
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primer sequences, refer to Table 1), which enabled uniquely 5’-end labeled PCR
products to be synthesized. Fluorescently labeled PCR products were purified using Gel
and PCR clean-up kit (Promega) and eluted in TE’ buffer.
For each foot-printing reaction, 30 ng (17 nM) of 5’- fluorescently labeled DNA
was incubated with and without protein (70 nM) in binding buffer [25 mM Tris-Cl (pH
8.0), 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM disodium EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 0.05% Brij58, 50 μg/mL BSA
and 0.8% glycerol] for 30 min at room temperature. In case of reactions involving DNA
sequence in the vicinity of ohrRO, 0.4 nM non-specific DNA (linearized pET 28b) was
also added in each reaction. This was followed by DNase I treatment (3 min, room
temperature) by adding 1 µL 10X DNase I buffer along with 1 µL of 0.2 U
DNase I in each reaction tube. DNA cleavage by DNase I was terminated by adding 10
µL of 100 mM EDTA and the DNA purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation. In order to determine the effect of oxidants on DNA binding of OhrR to
ohrO-l and ohrRO and DNA sequences in their vicinity, the procedure was carried out
following a preliminary step in which OhrR was first oxidized with increasing
concentrations of CHP (0.7-70 µM), H2O2 (7-700 µm) or sodium hypochlorite (7 – 420
µm) before incubating it with DNA.
For fragment analysis, 5-8 ng of DNA was resuspended in 10 µL Hi-Di formamide
and mixed with 1 µL of 1:10 diluted Genescan TM 500 LIZ size – standard (Life
Technologies). Prior to injection, samples were heat denatured by boiling and then
loaded onto an ABI 3130 automated capillary sequence analyzer. All electropherograms
were processed and DNA binding regions determined using GeneMapper 4.1 software.
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All electropherograms were overlayed with the electropherogram obtained from DNase
I-digested DNA without protein added [81]. Each experiment was repeated at least three
times.
Confirmation of transposon insertion mutants
Transposon mutants in which transposon T8 (ISlacZ hah-Tc) was inserted in B.
thailandensis OhrR [at genomic position 2092281, open reading frame (ORF) location
499] and ohr (at genomic position 2092947, ORF location 247) were procured from the
Manoil lab [82]. B. thailandensis strains tnbt1_2r100315p02q176 (with interrupted OhrR)
and tnbt1_2r100315p08q125 (with interrupted ohr) were grown on LB-agar plates (80
µg/mL tetracycline) overnight at 37 ºC. Genomic DNA was isolated from overnight
cultures (grown in tetracycline) and used as template for
PCR verification of transposon mutants using both gene-specific and transposonspecific primers. The ohrR mutants were verified using primer pairs OhrR_FP,
OhrR_RP and OhrRTn_FP, LacZ_148, and ohr mutants were verified using primer pairs
Ohr_FP, Ohr_RP and Ohr_FP, LacZ_148 (Table 1).
Plasmid construction for complementation
Plasmids designed to complement expression of genes disrupted in transposon
strains were constructed using molecular cloning techniques. First, two DNA
sequences, 697 bp ohrRc (containing full-length ohrR preceeded by a 236 bp DNA
sequence upstream to the ORF) and 665 bp ohrc (containing 233 bp DNA sequence
succeeded by full-length ohr) were amplified from the genomic DNA of B. thailandensis
E264 using PCR. To enable cloning, restriction sites HindIII-BamHI and KpnI-EcoRI
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were introduced in the amplicons using upstream and downstream primers for ohrc
(Ohr_Con_FP, Ohr_Con_RP) and ohrRc (OhrR_Con_FP, ChrR_Con_RP), respectively
(for primer sequences, refer to Table 1). The PCR products were cut using specific
restriction enzymes and cloned into a gentamicin resistant broad host-range cloning
vector pBBR1MCS5 digested with the same restriction enzymes [83]. Empty plasmids
(with no gene insertions) were maintained as background control. All plasmids were
then transformed into E. coli Top 10 (Invitrogen) cells and verified by sequencing [84].
Conjugative transfer for complementation
On confirming the presence of transposons and their insertions in specific gene
positions, pBBR1MCS5 plasmids harboring ohrc and ohrRc DNA sequences were
transformed into B. thailandensis E264 transposon mutant strains using tri-parental
mating.
Overnight cultures of donor (E. coli Top10 cells with pBBR1MCS5 plasmid
containing ohrc or ohrRc or empty plasmid, recipient (B. thailandensis WT or ohrΔ, or
ohrRΔ) and helper cells [HB101(pRK2013::Tn7)] were grown at 37 ºC with the former
two in 60 µg/mL LB-gentamicin medium and helper cells in plain LB medium. Cells were
mixed in 2:1:2 ratios of donor: recipient:helper strains, pelleted down, washed 3-4 times
with LB (to remove residual antibiotics) and resuspended in 60 µL fresh LB medium.
The suspension was then spotted on pre-warmed LB-agar plates and incubated
overnight at 37 ºC. After incubation, the cells were scraped off and resuspended in 1.0
mL LB broth. Serial dilutions of this suspension were plated on LB-agar plates
containing

antibiotics

tetracycline

(80

μg/mL),
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gentamicin

(1.0

mg/mL),

and

chloramphenicol (8 μg/mL) for selection of trans-conjugants, followed by PCR
verification using primers Veri_pBBR_XbaI fw and Rev (Table 1).
RNA isolation
Overnight cultures of B. thailandensis WT, ohrΔ, and ohrRΔ were grown in 30
µg/L LB-gentamicin broth and their respective complements (We, ohrΔc, ohrRΔc) in 1
mg/mL LB-gentamicin broth, all at 37 ºC. The cultures were diluted 1:100 in LB medium
(containing respective concentrations of antibiotic) and grown at 37 ºC to an OD600 of
~0.6. To assess the effect of oxidants on ohr and ohrR gene expression, bacterial
cultures were treated with 0.2 and 1 mM concentrations of CHP, H 2O2 or NaOCl for 15
min at 37 ºC. Cells (1.0 mL culture) were then centrifuged at 4 ºC, washed with ice-cold
diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water, re-pelleted and stored at -80 ºC.
Total RNA was isolated using the Illustra RNAspin Mini Isolation kit (GE
Healthcare). DNA contamination was removed using Turbo DNase kit (Ambion) and
absence of DNA was verified using PCR. Integrity and quality of RNA was determined
spectrophotometrically using the Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific) and also by running the
RNA samples on 1.2% agarose gel followed by staining with ethidium bromide [52, 78].
In vivo gene expression analysis using qRT-PCR
Isolated RNA was first converted into cDNA. For this purpose, 600 ng RNA from
each sample was individually mixed with 0.6 µM reverse primer for genes glutamate
synthase (GS) large subunit (BTH_I3014), which was used as reference, ohr and ohrR
(for primer sequences used, refer to Table 1), allowed to denature (65 ºC for 5 min) and
promptly placed on ice. To this RNA-primer solution, 8.5 µL of the master mix
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[containing 1X AMV reverse transcriptase buffer, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dNTP mix and
10U AMV reverse transcriptase enzyme (New England Biolabs)] was added, making a
total reaction volume of 25 µL, which was then incubated for 1h at 42 ºC, to allow cDNA
synthesis. To compare differences in expression of genes qualitatively, the synthesized
cDNA was used as a template for PCR with gene-specific primers. PCR products were
electrophoresed on a 1.2% agarose gel (in equal volumes) and observed after staining
with ethidium bromide.
For quantifying the amount of transcript produced, cDNA synthesized was used
as template for qRT-PCR. Gene-specific forward and reverse primers (for primer
sequences, refer to Table 1) were added along with Luna Universal qPCR
Master Mix for performing quantitative PCR (qPCR) on a ViiATM 7 (Applied Biosystems)
system. The Luna mix contains a fluorescent dye that permits amplicon detection.
Estimation of ohr and ohrR transcript levels in WT, Δohr, ΔohrR and their respective
complement strains was carried out using the 2-ΔCT method. For analysis of the effect of
oxidative treatments on the expression levels of ohr and ohrR, the comparative CT
method (2-ΔΔCT) was used [85]. In both cases, gene expression was normalized with that
of glutamate synthase (a house-keeping gene having constant expression levels as
reflected in consistent CT values under the various conditions). qPCR data were
represented as mean (± SD) of three experiments.
Hydroperoxide degradation activity of wild-type and transposon mutant strains
Ferrous oxidation xylenol orange (FOX) assay was performed to assess the
hydroperoxide reductase activity of bacterial strains. For this purpose, overnight cultures
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of B. thailandensis WT, ohrΔ and ohrRΔ and their respective complements were grown
at 37ºC in LB broth (containing 30 µg/ml gentamicin for regular strains and 1 mg/mL for
complements). Overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in LB-gentamicin medium
(containing respective concentration of gentamicin) and grown until OD600 of ~0.6. A 10
mL culture from each strain was then treated with CHP (200 µM) for 40 min with 110 µL
aliquots removed at intervals of 10 minutes.
Residual CHP was calculated by mixing 100 µL of supernatant (obtained from
the 110 µL aliquots removed at each time point) with 400 µL of 25 mM sulfuric acid and
incubating it with 500 µL freshly prepared reaction buffer (25 mM sulfuric acid, 0.2 mM
xylenol orange, and 0.2 mM ferrous ammonium sulfate) for 10 min at room temperature
in the dark. Absorbance was measured at 540 nm. One hundred µL LB was used as
blank. Residual CHP concentrations were determined by comparison to a standard
curve of CHP [50].
Plate sensitivity assay
To estimate the degree of resistance exhibited by Burkholderiae strains, to
various organic and inorganic oxidants, plate assay was carried out. Overnight cultures
of B. thailandensis WT, ohrΔ and ohrRΔ and their respective complements were grown
at 37ºC in LB broth (containing 30 µg/ml gentamicin for regular strains and 1 mg/mL for
complemented strains). Next day, cultures were diluted 1:100 in LB-gentamicin
(containing respective gentamicin concentrations) broth and grown until OD600 reached
~0.6. One ml cell culture from each strain was treated with 0.2-1 mM CHP, H2O2 or
NaOCl for 15 min 37 ºC. Serial dilutions of each treated culture were made in LB
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medium following which 10 µL from each dilution was spotted onto LB-gentamicin agar
plate. The plates were then incubated at 37 ºC for 18-22 hours to be scored for bacterial
growth [50].
Growth and quantification of biofilms
B. thailandensis WT, ohrΔ and ohrRΔ were grown at 37ºC in LB broth (containing
30 µg/ml gentamicin). Overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in LB-gentamicin (30 µg/ml)
medium and grown to an OD600 of ~0.6. Two ml of each culture was then aseptically
transferred into sterile polystyrene biofilm assay tubes and incubated under static
conditions at room temperature for 72 hours. Post-incubation, pellicles were observed
by visual inspection of the air-liquid interface. For quantifying biofilms, the crystal violet
staining method was used [86]. First, the liquid bacterial culture was voided carefully
using a thin Pasteur pipette. The adherent biofilm was fixed by incubating with 99%
methanol for 15 min. The methanol was aspirated and the biofilms were washed briefly
with distilled water. They were then stained using 0.1% crystal violet solution (30 min),
the solution decanted, and the excess stain removed by washing 2-3 times vigorously
with distilled water. The tubes were inverted on Kimwipes and allowed to dry overnight
after which the crystal-violet stained biofilms were dissolved in 2.5 mL of DMSO and the
absorbance recorded at 570 nm. The experiment was performed in triplicates with the
data representing the mean absorbances (±SD).
Morphological features of bacterial colonies
Bacterial cultures of B. thailandensis WT, ohrΔ, ohrRΔ (in 30 µg/mL LBgentamicin) and their corresponding complements, We, ohrΔc, and ohrRΔc (in 1 mg/mL
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LB-gentamicin) were grown overnight at 37ºC. Each overnight culture was then diluted
1:100 in LB-gentamicin media (containing respective gentamicin concentrations) and
grown to an OD600 of ~0.6 at 37ºC. One ml of each culture was then pelleted,
resuspended in 20 µL LB and spotted on pre-warmed LB-gentamicin (containing 30
µg/mL for regular and 1 mg/mL for complemented strains) agar plates. After incubating
the plates at 37ºC for 72 hours, bacterial colony morphologies were inspected using the
Zeiss SteREO Lumar.V12 microscope.
Table 1. Primer sequences
A – Site directed Mutagenesis

OhrR_FP

5'- CTTACCGAAAATCTCCATATGAACGACTCG - 3'

OhrR
OhrR_RP

5’ - CGGACTGGTTCGAACGCCGG - 3'

C16A_FP

5’ - AACTCGCCTTCGCGCTCTATTCGACGT - 3’

C16A_RP

5’ - CGAAGGCGAGTTGATCGTCGAGCGTGA - 3’

C121A_FP

5’ - GTTTGCCGCGATGCGTCAGA - 3’

C121A_RP

5’- GCGGCAAACAGCTCGGCG - 3’

C16A
OhrR

C121A
OhrR

B – Operator DNA for EMSAs
Ohro_FP

Ohro_RP

5'- GTCCTTCATTCGAAGAATCGCGCCCGCG - 3'
5'– CGGTGGAAATATAGCGTGCCAATAATTAGTGTG - 3'

(Table 1. cont’d)
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B – Operator DNA for EMSAs
OhrRo_FP

5’ – CCTTTCTTGATCGTCCGCCGC – 3’

OhrRo_RP

5’ - GTCGTTCATGGCGAGATTTTCGG – 3’

C – DNaseI Footprinting
OhrFT_FP

5’- *GAGGATCTGACTCGGTTACGGCAAGCGTTGAC - 3’

OhrFT_RP

5’– ACGTCGAGCTTCTGATCGTGGGATGTCGCGCG –
3’

OhrRFT_FP

5’– *GGTCGTCTCCCATCGTTTC – 3’

OhrRFT_RP

5’ – GTCGTTCATGGCGAGATTTTC – 3’

D – Confirming transposons

OhrRTn_FP

5' – ACTCTGCTTCGCGCTCTATTCGACGTCGCTC - 3'
5’ - TCGAGGCCCATTCCTCTCACATAACAGGAGTC - 3’

Ohr_FP

Ohr_RP
LacZ_148

5’ GGCCCTTACGCGCTGCCGTTACGCAACGACGAG 3’

5’ – GGGTAACGCCAGGGTTTTCC – 3’

E – Plasmid construction and verification for complementation

Ohr_Con_FP

5'- GCGAGGATCTGACTCGGCAAGCTTTGACCG - 3'

Ohr_Con_RP
5' – CCGACCGGATCCGGCACGCCCTTTTTGT - 3'
(Table 1. cont’d)
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E – Plasmid construction and verification for complementation

OhrR_Con_FP

5’ – GCATTGGTACCCGGCCATGCGTCGTCCAT - 3’

OhrR_Con_RP

5’ – CGCGGGCGGAATTCTTCGAATGAAGGACG - 3’

Veri_pBBR_XbaI_Fw

5’ – GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC – 3’

Veri_pBBR_KpnI_Rev

5’ – GCAATTAACCCTCACTAAAGG – 3’

F – cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR
Glusynlg_qPCR_Fw

5’ – GCAAGAAGAGCCACGAAATC – 3’

Glusynlg_qPCR_Rev

5’ – CCATCTCCTCGCGATAGAAC – 3’

OhrpcrFP1
OhrpcrRP1

5’ – GACACGACGGTCACCGCTGAAGTG - 3’
5’ - CACCGCGACGTTGTTGCGTGTC - 3’

F – cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR

OhrRpcrFP2

5’ – GCTACATCGAGCGTGTGCGCGACAC - 3’

OhrRpcrRP1

5’ - AGTCAGATCCTCGCGCAGCCGGATCAGGA - 3’

Restriction sites underlined, codon substitutions bold faced in red, 5’ 6~FAM labeled
primers marked with asterisk (*).
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

ohr-ohrR gene locus from B. thailandensis
The ohr-ohrR gene locus is conserved in evolutionarily distant and diverse
bacterial species. For instance, as showcased using some of the many bacterial strains
in Figure 4, the ohr-ohrR gene locus exists among different classes of proteobacteria, in
addition to also being present in other phyla such as actinobacteria and firmicutes. It
has been shown to be involved in the detoxification of organic peroxides.

Figure 4. Conservation of ohr-ohrR locus among diverse bacterial species, belonging to
different phyla. Black and purple lines help segregate bacterial strains based on their
phyla into proteobacteria and actinobacteria respectively. The illustration was generated
by submitting the amino acid sequence of OhrR and Ohr along with selecting the
bacterial chromosomes to be queried (from the available database), using the web tool
Absynte; http://archaea.u-psud.fr/absynte/Result.aspx.
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Conservation of the ohr-ohrR gene cluster was depicted using Absynte, a web
tool that analyzes orthologous archaeal and bacterial gene clusters [87]. Interestingly,
this gene locus is also present in Burkholderia species, such as some pathogenic
varieties like Burkholderia mallei, Burkholderia pseudomallei and Burkholderia
cenocepacia. B. mallei and B. pseudomallei cause glanders and meliodosis
respectively.
They are moderately easy to spread as a result of their ability to survive in
diverse environments, they are also drug resistant and therefore considered highly
infectious and category B biowarfare agents by the CDC [88, 89].
B. cenocepacia, which is a part of the notorious B. cepacia complex (BCC) group
of opportunistic bacterial pathogens, is responsible for causing nosocomial infections
more specifically targeted to cystic fibrosis and other respiratory-associated
immunocompromised patients [90]. In addition to being highly resistant to antimicrobial
agents, it is its ability to survive stringent oxidative agents (primarily used for disinfection
in hospitals) that gives B. cenocepacia an edge.
Genome-wide analysis revealed that B. thailandensis is genetically homologous
with the two pathogenic strains, B. mallei and B pseudomallei [91, 92]. It is a nonpathogenic, soil dwelling organism, adapted to survive in an oxidative environment, full
of plant exudates (rich in organic peroxides) and therefore a perfect model organism to
study the ohr-ohrR locus. B. thailandensis gene BTH_II0598 encodes OhrR, which is
predicted to regulate expression of ohr (BTH_II0597), encoding organic hydroperoxide
reductase, an enzyme shown to degrade organic oxidants.
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Figure 5. Genomic organization of the ohr-ohrR locus in B. thailandensis E264 strain.
Genes are represented as rounded rectangles with white arrows showing the direction
in which they are aligned. Yellow boxes denote the probable OhrR binding sites in the
upstream regions of ohr and ohrR open reading frames.
Both genes are oriented in the same direction, with the intergenic ohrR-ohr region
bearing an AT-rich OhrR binding box, similar to the consensus sequence 5’- TACAATTAATTGTA -3’ previously observed in other bacteria such as A. tumefaciens and X.
campestris [50, 93] (Figure 5). Sequence alignment revealed a similar OhrR binding
region upstream of the ohrR open reading frame as well, hinting towards the probable
function of OhrR as an auto-regulator.

Biochemical characterization of OhrR

Secondary structure composition and gel filtration analysis
The gene encoding OhrR, amplified from the B. thailandensis E264 genome
using primers OhrR_FP (5'- CTTACCGAAAATCTCCATATGAACGACTCG - 3') and
OhrR_RP (5’ - CGGACTGGTTCGAACGCCGG - 3') was cloned into NdeI – HindIII
restriction sites of the pET28b expression vector and expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)
cells. Small protein size (~19.17 kDa, calculated monomeric weight), good solubility and
a thermostable nature facilitated the overexpression and purification of OhrR protein.
After being purified to apparent homogeneity using a Ni-affinity column, OhrR was
separated on 12% SDS-PAGE. The protein was found to be more than 90% pure and
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resolved close to 20.0 kDa (Figure 6) on the gel, consistent with its calculated
monomeric molecular weight (Mw). Secondary structure composition of OhrR was
estimated from the far-UV circular dichroism spectra to consist of 54% α-helices, 12%
β-sheets and 34% random coils, using K2D algorithm (Dichroweb) This was found to be
similar to a typical MarR protein containing 58% α-helices, 12% β-sheets and 34%
random coils [80].

Figure 6. Characterization of B. thailandensis OhrR. A. Purified OhrR resolved as a
monomer in 12% SDS-PAGE gel. Lane 1 - molecular weight marker (NEB; Mw
indicated on the left); Lane 2 - Purified OhrR. B. Far-UV CD spectra of purified OhrR
(reduced state).
Gel filtration chromatography (size exclusion) was carried out to determine the
oligomeric state of native OhrR (as purified). It was critical to determine if the protein
exists as a dimer in its naturally purified state or if the cysteine residues play a role in
the oligomerization of the protein, especially with their tendency to get air-oxidized
easily. As seen in Figure 7, both reduced and oxidized OhrR primarily eluted as a single
species, in its dimeric form, with a Mw of ~34.0 kDa (close to its calculated molecular
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dimeric weight of ~38.34 kDa). Reduced OhrR eluting around the same size as the
oxidized protein indicated that OhrR naturally existed as a non-covalently associated
homodimer. That homodimeric OhrR eluted at slightly lower molecular weight than its
calculated dimeric molecular weight could perhaps be due to a very compact protein
conformation.

Figure 7. Gel Filtration (GF) analysis of OhrR. Left panel shows the elution profile of
reduced (green) and oxidized (red) WT OhrR. As per the elution profile, right panel
depicts their corresponding Mw’s calculated using the standard curve generated by
plotting the Kaverage of GF molecular weight standards (diamonds) as a function of
Log10 (MW). The Kaverage of reduced and oxidized OhrR are shown as a blue triangle
and red square respectively.
B. thailandensis OhrR possseses two characteristic cysteine residues – Cys 16
and Cys 121. In order to confirm that OhrR is non-covalently associated as a dimer
(when purified) and that this occurs even when its cysteine residues are mutated to
alanine (C16 to Ala16), single (C16A, C121A) and double (C16AC121A) mutants of
cysteine were created using site-directed mutagenesis. PCR-generated gene products
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(with amino acid substitutions) were expressed in BL21(DE3) E. coli cells. Proteins were
purified to apparent homogeneity as the wild-type OhrR (refer to experimental
techniques).
Single and double cysteine mutants were also run in their oxidized and reduced
states on the SEC column. Reduced forms of both single mutants C16A and C121A
eluted corresponding to the expected Mw of a dimer, as reduced OhrR. However, the
double mutant C16A121A eluted later at a Mw of ~ 28.0 kDa. This was probably due to
structural changes in the protein that were induced by substituting cysteines with
alanine.
Table 2. Molecular weights of oxidized and reduced OhrR proteins as obtained on an
SEC column.

Oxidized C16A appeared to exist as a mixed population of two protein species – a
minor species being the monomeric form since it eluted around 18.6 kDa (close to the
calculated 19.17 kDa monomeric weight of OhrR), and the predominant species
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corresponding to the dimeric form as it eluted close to 33.9 kDa (similar to the reduced,
native form of protein). The double mutant, C16A121A eluted as a dimer, but showed a
tendency to aggregate in the presence of cumene hydroperoxide (Table 2).
Cysteines as redox sensors
Modeled structure of OhrR
With SEC confirming the existence of OhrR as a non-covalently associated
homodimer, it was clear that the cysteine residues of B. thailandensis OhrR are not
involved in dimerization of the protein. Previous studies showcased the presence of
cysteine residues as a characteristic feature helping OhrR in sensing and regulating
organic peroxide stress [58, 78, 84]. In order to determine if B. thailandensis OhrR
shares these conserved cysteine residues with a view to elucidating their possible role
in gene regulation, the OhrR structure was computationally modeled.
Being a MarR homologue, OhrR has a typical MarR structure composed of six αhelices and three β-strands.

Among the various OhrR structures reported, X.

campestris OhrR belongs to the 2-Cys family of OhrRs and shares ~55% identity with B.
thailandensis OhrR. It was therefore used as a template for modeling Bt OhrR. In
totality, each OhrR monomeric unit consists of the six α-helices and three β-strands all
arranged into a dimerization region (consisting of α-helices 1,5 and 6), DNA binding
region (containing α-helices 3,4 and β-strands 1,2,3) and a linking region (α-helices 2,5)
that connects the dimerization region to the DNA binding region. The DNA binding
region has a winged HTH (helix-turn-helix) DNA binding motif characteristic of MarR
proteins. It is the change in structural conformation of this DNA binding region (as a
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consequence of interaction with ligand) which mainly results in altered DNA-protein
interactions affecting gene expression [58].
Effect of oxidants on B. thailandensis OhrR

α6

α5
α1

α4’

Figure 8. Modeled structure of B. thailandensis (Bt) OhrR. Bt OhrR structure was
modeled using reduced X. campestris (Xc) OhrR-C22S (PDB No: 2pex). Each
monomeric unit is coloured separately (magenta and brown) with the cysteine residues
in yellow, helices labeled. A. Cartoon representation of OhrR with cysteines depicted as
yellow sticks. B, C. Surface representations of OhrR, with cysteine residues in yellow,
panel ‘C’ showing the inner cysteine C16-C16’ residues separated at a distance of 16.5
Å (yellow) in close vicinity to the shallow hydrophobic pocket (black arrow).
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As observed from the modeled structure (Figure 8), B. thailandensis OhrR has
two cysteine residues per monomer – Cys 16 on α-helix 1 (buried, located close to the
dimer interface, symmetrically disposed on either side of the central axis) and Cys 121
on α-helix 5 (situated away from the axis, located at the surface, facing the solvent).
In order to determine if these cysteines play a role as redox sensors, single
(C16A and C121A) and double (C16A121A) mutant proteins of OhrR were treated with
organic and inorganic oxidants and their effects investigated in vitro using SDS-PAGE
and thermal stability assay. The former allowed for visualizing oligomeric protein
species on a PAGE gel, formed as a result of disulfide bonding between the protein
molecules as a consequence of oxidation. Change in the protein’s thermal stability, as a
result of oxidation, helped assess the overall effect of the oxidant on structural
conformation of the protein, let alone those caused by disulfide linkages.

Figure 9. SDS-PAGE and thermal stability analysis of Bt OhrR proteins. Left panel
shows purified WT and mutant OhrR proteins separated in a 12% SDS-PAGE gel,
under reducing conditions. Thermal melts (right panel) depict fluorescence emission
profiles of SYPRO Orange dye as a result of binding to hydrophobic portions of
unfolded WT and mutant OhrR proteins as a function of temperature.
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The fluorescence of the dye SYPRO orange, which is hydrophobic in nature, is
usually quenched in aqueous solutions. As the temperature rises, the protein unfolds,
and its hydrophobic residues begin to be exposed. SYPRO orange dye then interacts
with these now exposed residues (via hydrophobic interactions) resulting in an increase
in fluorescence. Thermal stability of the proteins was estimated spectroscopically by
measuring the amount of fluorescence emitted by the dye as a function of temperature.
Based on their fluorescence profiles, under air-oxidized conditions, wild-type OhrR was
much less thermostable than mutant proteins, with the observed melting temperatures
increasing from 56 ºC in the case of WT OhrR to around 64 ºC in case of the mutants
(Figure 9, Table 3).

Figure 10. Illustration showing types of intra- and inter-molecular disulfide linkages
possible within B. thailandensis OhrR. The two intertwined beaded strands represent
two associated monomers of OhrR (N and C termini labeled), with one monomeric unit
outlined in purple and the other in black. Cysteine residues are filled with yellow color.
Disulfide bonds are shown in red.
(Figure 10. cont’d)
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COVALENT DIMER

A

B

Dimer

C

4 mer

D

3 mer

E

F

Wild-type and mutant OhrR proteins (15 µM) were treated with increasing
concentrations (10 µM – 10 mM) of organic (cumene hydroperoxide) and inorganic
(hydrogen peroxide and sodium hypochlorite) oxidants, separated using non-reducing
SDS-PAGE (12%) and analyzed for oligomeric oxidative species by staining the gel with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue stain. The following Figure 10 is a diagrammatic representation
of possible inter-subunit disulfide bonds to help interpret the appearance of dimeric and
multimeric oxidized species on a non-reducing SDS-PAGE. In general, treatment with
DTT caused wild-type OhrR to migrate as a monomer of approximately 20.0 kDa, as its
reduced state (Figure 11A). Air-oxidized samples were used as a control (untreated
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samples in Figures 11, 12, 13). In the presence of all three oxidants – cumene
hydroperoxide (CHP), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl)
OhrR formed dimeric and in some cases oligomeric species, as a consequence of intraand inter- molecular disulfide bonding (possible disulfide linkages explained in further
sections) respectively. All oxidized samples could be re-reduced to their monomeric
forms by adding 20 mM DTT (Figure 11B). On being treated with CHP, only WT and
C16A OhrR formed a dimer, C16A only very modestly so, while neither dimeric nor
oligomeric species were seen with C121A and C16A121A OhrR.

Figure 11. CHP-treated OhrR proteins separated on a non-reducing SDS-PAGE
(12%). The gels show monomeric (Mono) and dimeric (Di) species; Lane 1 – molecular
weight marker, Lanes 2 to 4 - WT OhrR, Lanes 5 to 7 - C16A OhrR, Lanes 8 to 10 C121A OhrR and Lanes 11 to 13 - C16A121A OhrR. A. depicts various oxidation
products formed by OhrR proteins; B. shows reversible oxidation by reducing preoxidized (with 5 mM CHP) OhrR protein with 20 mM DTT.

The dimeric band appeared as a doublet possibly due to two types of dimeric
species formed as a result of differential combinations of disulfide linkages (as
illustrated in Figure 10).

A dimeric species associated by a single inter-monomer

disulfide link (Figure 10B) would have a much more open, ‘relaxed’ protein conformation
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and therefore migrate slower on the gel as compared to a dimer associated with
multiple inter-monomeric disulfide bonds (Figure 10C) that would separate faster on the
gel by virtue of a more ‘compact’ structure.
WT OhrR was observed to almost completely be converted into a dimer, forming
both populations of dimeric species - relaxed and compact. C16A also formed a small
proportion of dimers in the presence of CHP. WT OhrR was also observed to form triand tetrameric species, in the presence of CHP.
As shown in Figure 11A, Cys-16 in the C121A mutant, is incompetent in forming
a disulfide bond resulting into a dimer by itself, while Cys-121 in C16A does form a
small amount of dimer at higher oxidant concentration. However, with a resultant dimer
concentration that low, it could probably be an artifact resulting from high oxidant
concentration. Due to the absence of cysteine residues, C16A121A OhrR formed no
multimeric species on being treated with any of the oxidants, indicating the involvement
of cysteines as primary redox sensors responsible for forming oxidized products of
OhrR. Air-oxidized samples also formed a small proportion of dimers, mimicking the
effects of low oxidant concentrations. In the absence of an oxidant, SDS facilitates airoxidation, as it maintains the protein in its unfolded state, allowing a partially oxidized
OhrR (OhrR-SOH) to easily find a reduced thiol (OhrR-SH) to form a dimer [57].
As observed in Figure 12, treatment with hydrogen peroxide also resulted in the
formation of dimeric species in the case of WT, C16A and C121A OhrR, with a much
larger proportion of dimer formed in case of WT OhrR, evidenced from the complete
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conversion of its monomeric form into a dimer. None of the four proteins showed much
tendency to form oligomeric species.

Figure 12. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)-treated OhrR proteins separated on a nonreducing SDS-PAGE (12%). The gels show monomeric (Mono) and dimeric (Di)
species. Lane 1- molecular weight marker, Lanes 2 to 4 - WT OhrR, Lanes 5 to 7 C16A OhrR, Lanes 8 to 10 - C121A OhrR and Lanes 11 to 13 - C16A121A OhrR. A.
depicts various oxidation products formed by different proteins; B. shows reversible
oxidation by reducing pre-oxidized (with 5 mM H2O2) OhrR protein with 20 mM DTT.

With both cysteines absent, double mutant, C16A121A formed no oxidized
products in the presence of H2O2. In case of WT OhrR, ‘relaxed’ dimeric form of the
protein was primarily observed at low oxidant concentration. With increase in oxidant
concentration, a larger proportion of the ‘compact’ dimer was formed, while there was
not much change in the amount of relaxed dimer (with band intensity of the slow moving
dimeric band not changing much).
In the presence of sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), WT, C16A and C121A OhrR
formed dimeric species, with the former two also forming trimeric oxidative products.
WT OhrR separated as previously observed pattern of a doublet corresponding to the
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dimeric size, with equal proportions of slow and fast-moving forms of the dimer similar
to that seen with CHP (cumene hydroperoxide). C16A OhrR formed a higher proportion
of the slow-moving dimer with the faster moving dimer band observed on increasing the
oxidant concentration, as seen earlier with WT OhrR treated with hydrogen peroxide.
Trimeric species formed on oxidizing C16A with sodium hypochlorite were much more
prominent than those seen in WT OhrR. In comparison to other proteins, sodium
hypochlorite was observed to have much more effect on WT OhrR, with much less
monomeric form of protein left on the gel post oxidation. Unlike other proteins, C121A
and C16A121A formed unstable protein aggregates at 70 µM oxidant concentration
(observed as a smear). None of the proteins – WT, C16A, C121A and C16A121A could
sustain 700 µM of sodium hypochlorite. They appeared degraded on the gel.

Figure 13. Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl)-treated OhrR proteins separated on a nonreducing SDS-PAGE (12%). Gels show monomeric (Mono) and dimeric (Di) species.
Lane 1 – molecular weight marker, Lanes 2 to 4 - WT OhrR, Lanes 5 to 7 - C16A OhrR,
Lanes 8 to 10 - C121A OhrR and Lanes 11 to 13 - C16A121A OhrR. A. depicts various
oxidation products formed by different proteins; B. shows reversible oxidation by
reducing pre-oxidized (70 µM NaOCl) OhrR protein with 20 mM DTT.
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As these proteins form oxidative species, it was essential to assess the effect
these oxidants have on the overall conformation of wild-type and mutant proteins. This
was determined by estimating their melting temperatures. As shown in Table 3,
treatment with 5 mM cumene hydroperoxide affected WT and C121A OhrR the most,
resulting in a 20 ºC drop in their melting temperatures (Tm) in comparison to that
observed when air-oxidized. C16A was moderately affected with 5 mM CHP, with an
observed change in its melting temperature from 65 ºC (air-oxidized) to 57 ºC while
C16A121A showed not much change in Tm.
Inorganic oxidants had a different effect on OhrR. As seen in table 3, though WT
and C16A OhrR did show an appreciable drop of around 4-5 ºC in their melting
temperatures, it was C121A OhrR, which showed the maximum decrease in melting
temperature from 63 ºC (air-oxidized C121A) to 53 ºC in the presence of 5 mM H 2O2.
This drop was probably a mixed effect of relatively unstable C121A and the dimeric
product formed, almost artifact-like (seen in Figure 12A) formed by Cys16- Cys16
disulfide bonding in C121A.
The melting temperatures of OhrR proteins were compared on treatment with 70
µM sodium hypochlorite. Both single mutants, C16A and C121A, showed a modest
decrease of around 6-8 ºC in their melting temperatures (Table 3) in the presence of
sodium hypochlorite when compared to the air-oxidized controls. The WT OhrR showed
only a slight change from 57 (air-oxidised WT) to 55 ºC in its melting temperature. OhrR
double mutant remained consistently thermostable in the presence of cumene
hydroperoxide and hydrogen peroxide, even at higher oxidant concentrations. However,
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there was a two degree drop in its melting temperature in the presence of sodium
hypochlorite probably due to the protein beginning to fall apart as a result of the potent
oxidant treatment.
Table 3. Comparing the effect of organic (CHP) and inorganic (HP, NaOCl) oxidizing
agents on melting temperatures (Tm) of WT and mutant OhrR proteins.

DNA binding exhibited by OhrR in vitro in the presence of oxidants

Understanding the physical and biochemical properties of OhrR led us to
investigating its function as a DNA binding protein.
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Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

In order to determine if Bt OhrR binds the ohr and ohrR promoter regions
specifically, electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were performed. Two
radiolabeled DNA fragments – ohrO-l (73 bp, in the promoter region of ohr) and ohrRO
(105 bp, in the promoter region of ohrR) bearing the putative OhrR binding site,
previously identified in other bacteria were used (Figure 14) [59, 64].

Figure 14. Illustrating ohr-ohrR gene loci showing promoter regions of ohr and ohrR
bearing the putative OhrR binding site. Promoter regions are shown as yellow boxes
and the binding site is in black, bold.
WT-OhrR from B. thailandensis binds the ohr promoter region (ohrO-l)
specifically with a binding dissociation constant (Kd) value of ~3.5 nM (Figure 15). The
binding affinities were lower than the WT for the OhrR single mutants (C16A and
C121A) and even lower for the double mutant (C16AC121A).
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Figure 15. DNA binding affinity of WT OhrR with the promoter region of ohr. A.
Electrophoretic mobility shift asay of WT OhrR binding to 0.1 nM radiolabeled ohrO-l
(73 bp); B. Competition assay performed using EMSA by titrating increasing
concentrations of unlabeled specific DNA (ohrO-l) and non-specific DNA (pET28b)
against 0.1 nM radiolabeled ohrO-l DNA for binding WT OhrR; C. Complex formation
(%) plotted as a function of OhrR concentration (nM) using the Hill equation f = fmax *
[OhrR]nH / (Kd + [OhrR]nH) (where nH is the Hill coefficient, Kd is the apparent
equilibrium dissociation constant reflecting binding affinity of the protein. Data
represented as filled dark circles with standard deviation from three independent
repeats plotted. Bands corresponding to DNA-protein complexes (C1, C2) and free DNA
(D) in panels A and B indicated to the right.

However, the pattern of complex formation was not very different from that of the
wild-type, suggesting that mutated cysteine residues might not cause these proteins to
bind the promoter region of ohr very differently from the WT (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays showing C16A, C121A and C16AC121A
OhrR binding to radiolabeled ohrO-l (ohr promoter DNA). 0.1 nM radiolabeled DNA was
used for this purpose. Bands corresponding to DNA-protein complexes (C1, C2, C3)
and free DNA (D) in panels A, B and C indicated to the right.
B. thailandensis OhrR binds its own promoter specifically with a binding affinity of
~ 134 nM, hinting at a possible auto-regulatory function. OhrR has a lower affinity for its
own promoter probably helping in differentially regulating its own expression along with
that of ohr, especially in the presence of oxidants. OhrR binds its own promoter
differently from that of ohr as is observed by comparing the number of complexes
formed alongwith their migration patterns in figures 15 and 17. The faster migrating
unstable protein-DNA complex band (C1) observed when OhrR binds ohrO-l is absent
in the EMSAs where OhrR binds its own promoter DNA.
The OhrR single mutants (Figure 18) have comparable affinities for the ohrR
promoter in comparison to the WT (Kd ~ 134 nM). The pattern of complex formation and
migration also suggests they bind the ohrR promoter similar to the WT.
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Kd = 128 ± 20
nH = 1.00 ± 0.1
nM

Figure 17. DNA binding affinity of WT OhrR with the promoter region of ohrR. A.
Competition assay performed using EMSA by titrating increasing concentrations of
unlabeled specific (ohrRO) and non-specific DNA (pET28b) against 0.1 nM radiolabeled
ohrRO DNA for binding WT OhrR; B. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay of WT-OhrR
binding to 0.1 nM radiolabeled ohrRO (105 bp); C. Complex formation (%) plotted as a
function of OhrR concentration (nM) using the Hill equation f = fmax * [OhrR]nH / (Kd +
[OhrR]nH). Data represented as filled dark circles with standard deviation from three
independent repeats plotted. Bands corresponding to DNA-protein complexes (C1) and
free DNA (D) in panels A and B indicated to the right.
10µM

10 µM

10 µM

Figure 18. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays of C16A, C121A and C16AC121A OhrR
binding to radiolabeled ohrRO promoter DNA of ohrR. 0.1 nM radiolabeled DNA was
sed for this purpose. Bands corresponding to DNA-protein complexes (C1, C2) and free
DNA (D) indicated to the right.
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DNase I footprinting
On observing Bt OhrR binds to the promoter regions of ohr and ohrR specifically,
the next important step was to determine the precise DNA sequence OhrR binds within
these promoter regions. Fluorescence-based DNase I footprinting was used for this
purpose [81]. In this method, fluorescently labeled DNA fragments spanning the
promoter regions of ohr and ohrR were incubated with or without OhrR proteins (WT or
mutants) and then digested using DNase I. Once separated on a genetic analyzer
(sequencing instrument) and sequenced, the DNA fragments reveal the protected
region or the proteins “footprint’ that remains uncut by DNase I.
OhrR binds ohr promoter

All WT and mutant proteins, showed a single protected site in the promoter
region of ohr at a DNA: protein ratio of 1:4 (used 4 times the protein since the protein
was air-oxidized on storage). WT OhrR showed a protection region 40 bp long, ranging
from -57 to -95 bp in relation to the translational start site (Figure 19).

OhrR

DNA only

Figure 19. DNase I footprint of WT OhrR in the promoter region of ohr. Magnified view
of the protected region showing the specific DNA sequence WT OhrR binds to (bottom).
Hypersensitive sites are marked with an asterisk. Nucleotide sequence probably crucial
for recognition by OhrR is underlined as black dashes, with the one nucleotide spacer
‘T’ highlighted using an orange box.
(Figure 19 cont’d)
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Analysis of previous reports for putative sequences where OhrR binds the ohr
promoter and comparing them with the DNase I footprint of Bt OhrR on ohr revealed a
probable DNA sequence crucial for OhrR recognition, 5’–GCgtACaAtTNAaTtGtACGC–
3’ with the bases matching the consensus capitalized [50].
Both the single and double mutants protected similar regions of the ohr promoter
DNA as WT OhrR (Figure 20). However, C121A and C16AC121A OhrR formed more
pronounced hypersensitive sites (shown in asterisks) at the ends of the protected
region, depicting a slightly different binding pattern than the WT OhrR.

A

Figure 20. DNase I footprints of single and double OhrR mutants binding ohr promoter.
B2 and C2 are expanded views of the respective footprints depicting hypersensitive
sites.
(Figure 20 cont’d)
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B1

C1

B2

C2
C1

To investigate the effect of oxidants on the DNA binding ability of OhrR, the
proteins were pre-oxidized, incubated with the DNA, and then digested using DNase I
before being run on the Genetic Analyzer. Attenuation in DNA binding was seen in the
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presence of CHP and HP (Figure 21). The footprint was re-established on reducing the
CHP-oxidized protein, indicating that oxidation of OhrR is reversible, rendering OhrR
capable for DNA binding again. Interestingly, twin hypersensitive sites developed
towards the end of the protection site, probably an effect of re-reducing the protein.
Treatment with sodium hypochlorite caused no change in DNA protection, but it did
result in hypersensitive sites to show up indicating slightly different DNA binding on
oxidation. On further increasing NaOCl concentration, attenuation in DNA binding of
OhrR was observed. But that was confirmed to be an effect of protein degradation from
SDS-PAGE analysis of NaOCl treated OhrR (data not shown).

Figure 21. Footprints of CHP, HP and NaOCl treated WT OhrR (A-F) binding promoter
region of ohr. Hypersensitive sites are indicated by asterisks. Decrease in the protected
region is denoted by solid blue colored diamond above the affected basepair.
(Figure 21 cont’d)
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7 µM NaOCl treated OhrR

*

In comparison to the WT OhrR, CHP, HP and NaOCl had no effect on DNA
binding by C16A (Figure 22). However, there were some differences observed in the
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DNA cleavage patterns, with hypersensitive peaks developing in the chromatogram as a
consequence. But with no change in the protection region observed, it could be a
possibility that as a result of change in structural conformations, some alterations do
occur in protein-DNA interactions, but are not sufficient to cause a change in DNA
binding.

A

Figure 22. DNase I footprints of CHP, HP and NaOCl oxidized C16A OhrR (A-C).
Hypersensitive sites are marked by an asterisk, extra peaks as an open circle (0). D2 is
the magnified view of D1.
(Figure 22 cont’d)
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D1

D2

OhrR C121A responds to both HP and CHP, although at high concentration of
the oxidants, probably as a result of Cys16-Cys16 interaction (Figure 23). The footprints
depict enough oxidation of C121A OhrR did occur to induce attenuation in DNA binding.
This could possibly have been an effect of C16 oxidation products.

A

Figure 23. DNase I footprints of C121A OhrR on the ohr promoter (A-D). Hypersensitive
sites are indicated by asterisks.
(Figure 23 cont’d)
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B

C

D

Overall results hint at C16 being the crucial residue for inducing a regulatory effect via
OhrR oxidation. This was confirmed on observing an attenuation in DNA binding of
C121A OhrR in the presence of HP (Figure 23 D). No effect on DNA binding was seen in
the presence of sodium hypochlorite. With both cysteines substituted in the double
mutant, the oxidants had no effect on OhrR (Figure 24). The protein bound similar to the
other mutants encompassing the same protected region as the wild-type. These results
also help conclude that substitution of cysteine to alanine had no effect on the DNA
binding ability of OhrR, with the protected region remaining unchanged.
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A

B

Figure 24. shows DNase I footprints of C16AC121A binding the ohr promoter (A-C).
Hypersensitive sites are pointed out with asterisks.

OhrR binds ohrR promoter
Electrophoretic mobility shift experiments suggested Bt OhrR binds the ohrR
promoter as well. DNase I footprinting was carried out to determine the specific region
in the ohrR promoter region OhrR binds to. Wt OhrR binds a slightly longer (42 bp)
sequence (Figure 25) showing partial protection upstream in the promoter region of
ohrR, spanning the -10 to -52 region relative to the translational start site. These results
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are in accordance with its function as an auto-regulator. The protected region has little
similarity with the consensus OhrR box sequence, but it is AT-rich. There does seem to
be an inverted repeat sequence (in bold) possibly where OhrR binds in the ohrR
promoter region
5’- TCGCCAAGCGCAAAATCATTCGCACACGAATCTTTTGCGCCTTACCG–3’

-52

Figure 25. DNase I footprints showing WT-OhrR binding the promoter region of ohrR
(top). The bottom panel shows the expanded view of the OhrR binding sequence.
The mutant and wild-type proteins bind ohrR promoter similarly as the WT, protecting
the DNA to the same extent within the ohrR promoter sequence (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. DNase I footprints showing single and double mutants of OhrR binding the
ohrR promoter region (A-C).

OhrR, as a transcriptional regulator in B. thailandensis
Estimating hydroperoxide degrading ability of B. thailandensis
The ohr-ohrR gene locus has previously been showed to be involved in
detoxification of organic hydroperoxides in other bacterial species, with Ohr being the
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enzyme primarily responsible for scavenging organic oxidants, and ohr under the
regulation of OhrR [59]. In order to determine the relevance of this Ohr-OhrR system
during organic hydroperoxide stress in B. thailandensis in vivo, a comparative
estimation of the hydroperoxide degrading ability of wild-type, Δohr, and ΔohrR mutants
was carried out using the ferrous-oxidation xylenol orange (FOX) assay. This assay is
an indirect method to measure organic hydroperoxide reductase activity of these strains
by measuring residual oxidant content in the culture medium. The method utilizes the
ability of ferrous ions to easily get oxidized into ferric ions, with only the latter bearing
the capacity of forming a coloured complex with the dye (xylenol orange) allowing
spectrophotometric assessment. The amount of coloured complex formed is linearly
proportional to the concentration of ferric ions produced by virtue of ferrous ion oxidation
and in turn proportional to the amount of non-degraded / residual oxidant present in the
medium.
In comparison to wild-type B. thailandensis that showed a decrease in residual
CHP content from an initial 100% to ~6% at the end of 40 minutes, Δohr mutant showed
no hydroperoxide reductase activity with most of the CHP (~93%) still remaining in the
media even after 40 minutes. On complementing the Δohr mutant with ohr (containing
the gene coding for Ohr cloned in the vector pBBR1MCS5), the hydroperoxide
reductase activity was restored as evidenced by no residual CHP detected by 10
minutes of the first CHP estimation (Figure 27). As is observed in Figure 27B, the ΔohrR
mutant was as efficient as Δohrc in degrading organic peroxides, with the residual level
of CHP in the former reaching close to nil by 20 minutes. A slow but steady degradation
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of CHP exhibited by wild-type, wild-type complemented and ΔohrRc strains hints to the
fact that expression levels of ohr and ohrR are well-regulated

Figure 27. Hydroperoxide reductase activity determined for B. thailandensis wild-type
and transposon mutant. Cultures were treated with 200 µM CHP (A and B) and 200 µM
H2O2 (C). Residual oxidant in the culture medium was measured at 10 min intervals (for
CHP) and 3 min intervals (for HP) using FOX assay. Oxidant-containing LB medium
was used as control. Panel A shows a comparison between the wild-type (WT), Δohr
strains and their respective complements – WTe (WT with empty plasmid
pBBR1MCS5), Δohrc (Δohr complemented with ohr), Panel B depicts a comparison
between the wild-type (WT), ΔohrR strains along with their respective complements –
WTe (WT with pBBR1MCS5), ΔohrRc (ΔohrR complemented with ohrR). Panel C
represents a comparison between WT, Δohr and ΔohrR strains. Error bars represent
standard deviation of the mean residual CHP (%) across three independent
experiments.

OhrR over-expression in ΔohrRc strain reinstated the wild-type phenotype
observed by controlled degradation of CHP in presence of the regulator OhrR. OhrR
responds to the surrounding cumene hydroxide and relieves ohr repression on being
oxidized, thereby aiding in the degradation of CHP.
The Δohr mutant had little ability to degrade hydroperoxides given that there was
no appreciable decrease in residual CHP in the Δohr mutant, almost on the same lines
as uninoculated LB containing the oxidant. This phenotype was completely reversed in
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complemented Δohr strain (containing the gene coding for Ohr) with an immense
improvement in its organic peroxide degrading capacity. These results indicate that
organic hydroperoxide reductase (Ohr) is primarily responsible for degrading organic
oxidants in B. thailandensis. The fact that ΔohrR mutant consumed CHP at a much
faster rate than wild-type, almost on the same lines as the Δohrc strain (overexpressing
Ohr), is consistent with OhrR functioning as a repressor of ohr in B. thailandensis.
On recording the residual hydrogen peroxide in the medium, not much difference
was observed in the hydroperoxide reductase activity of the mutant strains (Δohr and
ΔohrR) from the wild- type. The pattern of degradation being similar among the WT and
mutant strains probably suggests that OhrR and Ohr are not specifically involved in
degrading hydrogen peroxide, but another mechanism (common to all the strains) is
responsible for carrying out this process.
Oxidant survival assay
Hydroperoxide degradation assay confirmed the role of Bt Ohr in the breakdown
of organic peroxides. With that being established, it was key to demonstrate its
physiological role in protecting B. thailandensis from organic peroxide stress. Previous
studies in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Chromobacterium violaceum depict the
protective role Ohr plays in organic peroxide detoxification [78, 84]. In both cases, the
Δohr mutant was observed to be more sensitive to organic oxidants with the ΔohrR
mutant, in comparison, being a much better detoxifier.
A similar phenotype showing enhanced organic peroxide degradation was
observed in B. thailandensis ΔohrR, a phenotype that was partially complemented on
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supplementing the ohrR gene on a plasmid (Figure 28). CHP exposure seemed toxic for
the WT cells with reduced growth observed even at lower CHP concentrations.
Contradictory to previous findings, the Δohr mutant grew better under oxidative stress
than the WT, indicating a potential role of another organic peroxide sensitive protein
aiding in the cell’s survival under stress. Survival of the mutant and wild-type cells
remained unaffected on exposure to H2O2 or NaOCl.

Figure 28. Oxidant survival assay. Overnight cultures of B. thailandensis subcultured to
an OD600 of 0.6 were exposed to 200 and 800 µM CHP, H2O2 and NaOCl., serially
diluted (10-fold dilutions) and plated on an LB medium. After allowing for growth at 37
ºC for ~24 hours, their growth patterns were noted. The experiment was repeated thrice,
obtaining the same results.
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Colony morphology
With an emphasis on understanding the physiological importance of Ohr and
OhrR in B. thailandensis, WT and mutant strains were spotted and compared for their
colony morphologies on LB agar plates. Both the single mutants (Δohr and ΔohrR)
formed smooth colonies while the wild-type formed one having a wrinkled [52]
appearance (Figure 29). Although both single mutants formed smooth colonies, the
ΔohrR mutant had smooth ridges with freckles in the center while Δohr appeared
smoother overall with the centre appearing thick white and slightly elevated. ΔohrR had
more pronounced observable rings among the three.
.

Figure 29. Showing colony morphologies of B. thailandensis wild-type and mutants.

Bacteria adopt smooth colonies as a phenotypic variation to protect themselves
from environmental stresses. Although both smooth, variances in the colony
morphologies of Δohr and ΔohrR mutants suggest differences in their cellular response
as a consequence of those genes specifically disrupted. It will be intriguing to see how
these colony morphologies would change in the presence of oxidants, especially of the
single mutants
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In vivo expression analysis of ohr and ohrR in the presence of organic and
inorganic oxidants.

Previously, OhrR has been shown to regulate the expression of ohr in both
pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacterial strains [51, 59, 64, 78, 84]. With most studies
emphasising the induction of ohr and ohrR in the presence of organic oxidants, not
much has been observed

in these bacterial species with respect to their role in

inorganic oxidant stress. SDS-PAGE (Figure 12 and 13) and thermal stability assays
(Table 3) showed that OhrR does respond to inorganic oxidants in vitro. In addition to
these results, a recent report on B. cenocepacia [94] showing changes in ohr and ohrR
mRNA levels in response to the inorganic oxidants sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) led us to investigate the biological role played by OhrR and
Ohr in B. thailandensis.

Figure 30. Gene expression of ohr and ohrR in B. thailandensis. Expression levels of
ohr (A) and ohrR (B) were estimated in wild-type (WT), Δohr, ΔohrR bacterial strains
and their respective complements - wild-type cells harboring empty plasmid
pBBR1MCS5 (WTe), Δohrc [Δohr complemented with ohr, and ΔohrRc [ΔohrR
complemented with ohrR mRNA levels of ohr and ohrR were calculated relative to the
housekeeping gene, glutamate synthase (gs) using 2-dCt method. Error bars represent
mean relative transcript levels obtained ± standard error from three individual
experiments.
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With a need to verify the function of OhrR as a repressor of ohr and ohrR genes,
it was essential to determine basal levels of ohr and ohrR expressions in the native
(reduced) state of the cell. Using qRT-PCR, expression levels of ohrR and ohr were
estimated in B. thailandensis wild-type and transposon mutants (Δohr and ΔohrR) along
with their respective complements (WTe, Δohrc and ΔohrRc). As observed in Figure
30A, low levels of ohr expression, in WT cells, suggest that ohr expression is repressed
in these cells.
Absence of a functional OhrR in the mutant strain (ΔohrR), resulted in expression
levels of ohr to go up ~29-fold, suggesting that ohr is maintained in a repressed state in
wild-type B. thailandensis by OhrR. Artificial expression of ohrR in the ΔohrR
complement strain (ΔohrRc) re-established repression of ohr similar to that observed in
WT cells. This emphasized the role of OhrR as a transcriptional repressor of ohr when
the bacteria are in a reducing environment. High levels of ohr expression were observed
in Δohr complement (Δohrc) as a consequence of artificial induction of ohr on the
plasmid pBBR1MCS5 (harboring the gene).
Based on (Figure 30B), while most of the strains - WT, WTe and Δohrc showed
comparable and low levels of ohrR expression, the ΔohrR complement (ΔohrRc) cells
showed almost a 23-fold induction in ohrR expression compared to the WT cells. The
latter was as a result of ohrR being extra-choromosomally expressed on the plasmid
pBBR1MCS5 (harboring the gene). Relatively low levels of ohrR transcripts in wild-type
and mutant (Δohr) strains, as well as their respective complements, indicated that ohrR
probably is repressed when the cellular environment is reduced.
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For understanding the biological role played by OhrR-Ohr as part of the response
mechanism of B. thailandensis to oxidative stress, it was essential to determine how
expression levels of these genes change when the bacteria are exposed to organic and
inorganic insults. For this purpose, B. thailandensis cells (in their exponential phase, at
an OD600 of ~ 0.6) were treated with CHP, H2O2 and sodium hypochlorite (each oxidant
at concentrations 0.2 and 1 mM) for 15 minutes at 37 ºC before being collected for RNA
extraction followed by qRT-PCR. Untreated B.thailandensis cells (in their exponential
phase, at an OD600 of ~ 0.6) were used as the control.
In general, treatment with cumene hydroperoxide resulted in greater induction of
ohr than ohrR (Figure 31A,B). Addition of 200 µM cumene hydroperoxide resulted in a
~227-, 75-and 22-fold induction in ohr expression in the WT, WTe and ΔohrRc strains,
respectively, as compared to the untreated cultures. As CHP concentration increased,
ohr levels linearly improved in WTe (~115 fold) and ΔohrRc (~22 fold) strains while
remaining around the same induced levels as at 200 µM in WT cells.
The latter occurred probably due to reduced cell-viability in WT strain in the
presence of 1 mM CHP [50], as seen in Table 4. These results showcase derepression
of ohr in the presence of CHP. Interestingly, ΔohrR cells showed a ~3.1 fold increase in
expression levels of ohr relative to the untreated cells when more CHP was present (1
mM). This rise in ohrR levels hints at the possibility of an additional cumene
hydroperoxide-responsive regulator of ohr.
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As is evident from Figure 31B, cumene hydroperoxide treatment resulted in
significant induction of ohrR promoter activiy, in WT (3.8 fold), We (3.7 fold), Δohr and
ΔohrRc cells (2.9 fold) as compared to their untreated cells

Figure 31. Cumene hydroperoxide (CHP) induced gene expression of ohr and ohrR in
B. thailandensis. Expression levels of ohr (A) and ohrR (B) were estimated in wild-type
(WT), Δohr, ΔohrR bacterial strains and their respective complements - We, Δohrc, and
ΔohrRc. Fold change in ohr and ohrR levels in cells treated with oxidants was
calculated relative to those in untreated control cell samples using comparative CT (2ddCt) method. Expression levels of housekeeping gene, glutamate synthase (gs), served
as reference for both treated and untreated samples. Error bars represent mean relative
transcript levels obtained ± standard error from three individual experiments.
The ohrR expression remained around the same levels in these strains as
concentration of cumene hydroperoxide rose to 1 mM. Δohrc cells however showed a
different pattern of ohrR expression. With ohr artificially being produced in abundance in
these cells, and degrading organic oxidants rapidly, same levels of ohrR expression
were observed as untreated cells in the presence of 200 µM CHP. Consequently, at a
higher CHP concentration, ohrR promoter activity increased to ~5.0 fold in Δohrc cells
as well. Thus, the data overall suggests that in addition to inducing ohr expression in B.
thailandensis, cumene hydroperoxide also causes ohrR levels to go up, thereby
relieving repression of both ohr and ohrR.
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When compared to untreated cells, treatment with 200 µM hydrogen peroxide
resulted in a subtle induction in ohr expression in WT cells (~ 1.9-fold) that increased to
~3.7-fold at higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide. WT complement strain (WTe)
showed a 5.6-fold upregulation in ohr, that also increased further to ~11.6 fold as
concentration of the oxidant increased to 1 mM, calculated relative to the untreated
cells. At 200 µM hydrogen peroxide, Δohrc cells showed a ~3.0 fold increase in ohr
expression that rose linearly with oxidant concentration, in comparison to the untreated
cells. Although these cells had an abundance of Ohr synthesized artificially on a
plasmid, it was not as proportional to the rate of breakdown of the oxidant/its oxidative
products, causing OhrR to oxidize and ultimately result in derepression of ohr.
On the other hand, ohr levels were not as pronounced in

ΔohrRc cells on

treatment with 200 µM H2O2. Although abundant ohrR expression from the plasmid was
a contributing factor to this effect, low levels of ohr expression in spite of oxidative
conditions in the environment also indicated that 200 µM H2O2 was not sufficient for
oxidizing OhrR in order to relieve ohr repression. This inference was supported by the
observation that expression levels of ohr were induced 4.0-fold as the concentration of
H2O2 rose to 1 mM. These results suggest that OhrR responds to hydrogen peroxide
and is capable of derepressing ohr.
As observed in Figure 32B, overall, not much induction in ohrR expression was
seen in WT and mutant strains as well as their complements, upon treatment with 200
µM and 1 mM H2O2. The only exception being Δohrc cells that exhibited almost a 14fold induction in ohrR expression. The latter was observed probably because of
excessive Ohr synthesized artificially in the cell, resulting in cells to induce ohrR
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promoter activity in order to repress ohr better. Strikingly, ohrR expression was
observed to be over-repressed at higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide in Δohr, a
probable consequence resulting due to excessive oxidants present in the medium with
Ohr being absent.

Figure 32. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) induced gene expression of ohr and ohrR in B.
thailandensis. Expression levels of ohr (A) and ohrR (B) were estimated in wild-type
(WT), Δohr, ΔohrR bacterial strains and their respective complements - We, Δohrc, and
ΔohrRc. Fold change in ohr and ohrR levels in cells treated with oxidants was
calculated relative to those in untreated control cell samples using comparative C T (2ddCt) method. Expression levels of housekeeping gene, glutamate synthase (gs), served
as reference for both treated and untreated samples. Error bars represent mean relative
transcript levels obtained ± standard error from three individual experiments.

As seen in Figure 33A, in comparison with untreated cells, treatment with 200 µM
sodium hypochlorite resulted in ~3.3- and ~2.0-fold increase in ohr levels in WT and
WTe cells. As they were exposed to a higher concentration of sodium hypochlorite (1
mM), both WT and WTe cells showed an upregulation (~6.0 fold) in ohr levels. An
increase in ohr promoter activity on being treated with sodium hypochlorite reveal that
OhrR also responds to sodium hypochlorite, thereby relieving ohr expression.
Interestingly ΔohrR cells also showed a ~1.6 fold induction in ohr levels that increased
to ~2.4 fold with more sodium hypochlorite being added. These results suggest that
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there might be a secondary sodium hypochlorite-sensitive transcriptional regulator,
subtly controlling the expression of ohr in the absence of OhrR.

Figure 33. Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) induced gene expression of ohr and ohrR in B.
thailandensis. Expression levels of ohr (A) and ohrR (B) were estimated in wild-type
(WT), Δohr, ΔohrR bacterial strains and their respective complements - We, Δohrc, and
ΔohrRc. Fold change in ohr and ohrR levels in cells treated with oxidants was
calculated relative to those in untreated control cell samples using comparative C T (2ddCt) method. Expression levels of housekeeping gene, glutamate synthase (gs), served
as reference for both treated and untreated samples. Error bars represent mean relative
transcript levels obtained ± standard error from three individual experiments.

At lower concentrations of sodium hypochlorite, ohrR expression levels didn’t
change much in wild-type, mutant strains and their complements, excepting WTe cells
that showed a 2.0-fold induction in ohrR expression. As the sodium hypochlorite
concentration increased to 1 mM in the medium, only WT cells showed an upregulation
in ohrR levels, with no change in ohrR expression observed in other strains. WT and
WTe expression levels of ohr

indicate that OhrR modestly responds to sodium

hypochlorite. Δohr and Δohrc cells showed no change in ohrR expression from the
untreated cells suggesting that Ohr is probably not directly involved in detoxifying
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sodium hypochlorite. It is OhrR which seems more responsive to the oxidant in turn
regulating an Ohr response. In contrast to cumene hydroperoxide and hydrogen
peroxide, ohrR was observed to be overrepressed in ΔohrRc cells.
Table 4. Viable cell-count determined by indirect plate count method, expressed in
cfu/mL
B.
thailandensis

Untreated

1 mM CHP

1 mM HP

1 mM NaOCl

Wild type

TNTC

16 * 104

270 * 104

TNTC

Δohr

TNTC

30 * 104

253 * 104

TNTC

ΔohrR

TNTC

50 * 104

300 * 104

TNTC

TNTC – too numerous to count

Quantification of biofilm development using pellicle staining method
Biofilm formation has been extensively described as a key feature in bacterial
virulence in pathogenic bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus
aureus [95]. Recently, Burkholderia spp. have also been shown to synthesize biofilms
as a mode of infection [13, 96]. With some transcriptional regulators already shown to
be involved in regulating biofilm formation in B. thailandensis [52, 97], we were
interested in assessing if OhrR and/or Ohr were involved in biofilm synthesis (Figure
34).
Among the untreated samples, biofilm levels were appreciably less in Δohr cells
(lacking Ohr enzyme) possibly due to the absence of metabolic byproducts of organic
peroxide degradation, probably an otherwise essential trigger for biofilm synthesis. On
the other hand, ΔohrR cells showed similar levels of biofilm formed as the WT strain.
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Figure 34. Estimating biofilm formation under various oxidative conditions using crystal
violet staining. The results show the absorbance values measured at 570 nm for wildtype and mutant strains treated with 0.2 and 1 mM concentrations of hydrogen peroxide
(HP), cumene hydroperoxide (CHP) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl). Error bars
represent mean absorbance values ± standard deviations of absorbance readings
measured in triplicates for each sample.

Out of the three oxidants, biofilm levels in wild-type strain were significantly
affected by NaOCl treatment, however, not being much concentration dependent, as the
biofilm levels didn’t change much as the oxidant concentration increased. Δohr cells
showed significant increase in biofilm levels upon exposure to 1 mM HP, a possible
trigger for biofilm formation in the absence of Ohr. This could be an Ohr effect, since a
similar phenotype was not observed in the case of wild-type cells. On treatment with 1
mM CHP, reduced levels of biofilm formation were observed in Δohr cells, a
consequence of low cell-viability (Table 4).
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Prokaryotic organisms usually maintain a relatively reducing environment within
their cytoplasm for efficient metabolism. However, being ubiquitous, they are often
exposed to continually changing environments, with the oxidative kind resulting in most
stress. They encounter a variety of organic and inorganic oxidants either as a part of
their own aerobic metabolism, or by exposure to environmental xenobiotics,
antimicrobial insults, or oxidative bursts at the time of host invasion. Rapid alteration in
gene expression by continuously sensing changing environments is what helps them
cope with such stressful situations. Redox sensitive transcriptional regulators thus play
a major role in bacterial survival and pathogenesis. They help regulate stress either by
activating several detoxification pathways or restoring a reducing cell- environment [55,
98].
B. thailandensis OhrR, a non-conventional thiol-based redox sensor
Oxidative compounds primarily target thiol (-SH) groups of amino acid cysteine in
regulatory proteins, typically inactivating its function by inducing structural changes in
the protein. Bacteria tap this redox active chemistry of -SH groups to activate their
defense systems. This study focussed on one such thiol-based redox-sensitive
transcriptional regulator, B. thailandensis (Bt) OhrR, containing two such cysteine
residues Cys-16 and Cys-C121. It regulates expression of Ohr, an enzyme responsible
for degrading organic oxidants. With OhrR previously characterized to respond to
organic hydroperoxides (OHPs) in several bacteria [50, 59, 64, 84] it was important to
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study the effect of organic oxidant, cumene hydroperoxide on Bt OhrR. Inorganic
oxidants H2O2 and NaOCl were also tested, with a previous study done by Peeters et al
showing changes in gene regulation in Burkholderia cenocepacia on being treated with
these oxidants [94].
Being a MarR family member, Bt OhrR is predicted to assume a canonical MarR
structure. The structural placement of cysteines in Bt OhrR is predicted to be very
similar to X. campestris OhrR (Figure 35) with the N-terminal conserved cysteine
residue (C16) buried inside the structure on α-helix 1 (α1) while the solvent-facing Cterminal cysteine (C121) lying on α-helix 5 (α5). In addition, critical tyrosine residues
Y36 (α1) and Y47 (α2) that hydrogen bond with the thiolate group of Cys-22 in reduced
Xc OhrR, in turn stabilizing it, occur in Bt OhrR as well, Y30 (α1) and Y41 (α2).

α5
α1

α4

“hinge”

Figure.35 Model representations of B. thailandensis OhrR (left) and X. campestris OhrR
(right) demonstrating structural similarities. Tyrosine residues are shown as blue sticks,
cysteines as yellow sticks.

With Bt OhrR being a part of the 2-Cys subfamily [50, 59, 84] and predicted to
bear structural similarities to Xc OhrR, as shown above, the general mechanism of
inactivation of Bt OhrR probably follows that of Xc OhrR. This would involve oxidation of
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the conserved N-terminal C16

into an intermediate sulfenic acid, resulting in the

disruption of the stable hydrogen bonded network of Y30’-C16-Y41’, followed by other
structural changes, causing the neighboring C-terminal C121 (α5’) of the opposing
subunit to make a 135º rotation towards C16 leading into a condensation reaction
forming an inter-molecular disulfide bond between C121’- C16 [58]. Conformational
changes in Bt OhrR, observed on SDS-PAGE and in thermal stability assays support
the conclusion that such an oxidation event does occur when Bt OhrR is exposed to
organic (cumene hydroperoxide) and inorganic (hydrogen peroxide and sodium
hypochlorite) oxidants. It is this non-conventional feature of an OhrR to respond not only
to organic but also inorganic oxidants that makes Bt OhrR unique.
Being a part of the 2-Cys family of OhrRs, we wanted to determine if both
cysteines are involved in oxidant sensing and protein inactivation, as was observed in
X. campestris OhrR [99]. For this purpose, cysteine residues were mutated into alanine
due to similar structure and size as cysteine. Substituting cysteine with a non-polar
residue as alanine helped understand the oxidant induced effect specifically by the polar
sulfhydryl group of cysteine. Changes in Tm observed in single and double mutants
depict slight changes in the protein’s conformation as a result of the mutation. Absence
of a cysteine residue could also be stabilizing the protein (in case of mutants) and
preventing air-oxidation, evident from increased Tm (Table 3). On SDS-PAGE, WT
OhrR results in the formation of a reversible dimer in the presence of CHP, H 2O2 and
NaOCl. The dimer appears in the form of a doublet indicative of two types of dimeric
species, possibly resulting from the number of inter-molecular disulfide linkages (1 or 2)
being formed, as the concentration of oxidant increases.
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However, WT OhrR treated with cumene hydroperoxide migrated as a doublet
even at lower CHP concentrations, indicative of OhrR being highly susceptible to CHP.
This was confirmed by thermal stability assay where a 18º drop in the Tm of CHPtreated WT OhrR was observed in comparison to the air-oxidised control (Table 3).
C121A showed a similar drop in its melting temperature with CHP, suggesting the
affinity of C16 towards sensing CHP. This was in accordance with previous studies
showing N-terminal cysteines in OhrR to be specifically involved in organic peroxide
sensing and responsible for initiating disulfide bond formation [50, 58]. The latter was
true in the case of Bt OhrR (WT) as well with the dimer separating as a doublet on SDSPAGE. However, absence of a dimeric band in CHP treated C121A OhrR led to the
conclusion that both C16 and C121 residues are crucial for an inter-molecular disulfide
bond to be formed. With C16 and C121 residues being fairly apart within a monomer
unit (24.9 Å), as seen in the model structure of Bt OhrR, there are less chances of an
intra-molecular disulfide bond occurring.
Apart from thiol-based oxidation in MosR from Mycobaterium tuberculosis and
OxyR from Escherichia coli, intra-molecular disulfide bond-driven oxidation of the
protein is a rare occurrence [61, 100]. CHP is a hydrophobic molecule. Crystallography
experiments by Brennan et al, ascribed the high propensity of CHP reacting with the
internal N-terminal cysteine residue to the hydrophobic residues surrounding the
cysteine creating a hydrophobic cleft favorable for CHP binding [58]. A similar
hydrophobic pocket exists in Bt OhrR as well, explaining the tendency of Bt OhrR to
respond the most to CHP.
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WT OhrR treated with NaOCl also showed doublet formation such as that with
HP and CHP treatment, indicating inter-molecular disulfide formation. This was in
consensus with the study on Staphylococcus aureus HypR by Antelmann et al, where
they showed that hypochlorite does react with thiol groups resulting in a cysteinesulfenyl chloride intermediate that condenses further with another free thiol to form a
disulfide bond [98, 101]. In spite of a doublet being formed on treating OhrR with
NaOCl, the change in thermal stability of these proteins was not as pronounced as that
observed with the other two oxidants probably hinting at differential structural changes
within NaOCl treated WT leading to disulfide-linked dimer formation.
WT OhrR proteins also separated as oligomeric oxidized species on SDS-PAGE
on treatment with the oxidants (CHP and NaOCl). These probably resulted as a
consequence of inter-protein disulfide bond involving C121-C121’ residues, as a similar
band migrationfin was also observed with C16A OhrR proteins treated with the same
oxidants. While the multimeric species were explainable, formation of dimeric species
on treating the single OhrR mutants C16A and C121A with organic and inorganic
oxidants was an unusual occurrence. As per the model structure of Bt OhrR, the
distance between C16-C16’ is approximately 16.5 Å while C121-C121’ residues are
separated by 24.9 Å.
In either case of the single mutants (C16A, C121A), with the absence of a
reactive cysteine, the other free cysteine residue probably might be involved in intermolecular disulfide bonding either between the two monomeric subunits within a dimer
or between two protein molecules. Being relatively close, there are more chances of
C16-1C16’ bonding than C121-C121’. In single mutants, another possibility could be a
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condensation reaction between the intermediately oxidized sulphenate with the peptide
backbone of a neighbouring amino acid forming an oxidative adduct, sulphenamide.
Thiol groups of cysteine molecules are subject to several reversible/irreversible
modifications. It is evident that both cysteines are essential for inter-molecular disulfide
linkage to result in a dimeric specie. C16 plays the role of a sensor that relays the
information to C121, inducing structural changes for the condensation reaction between
C16-C121 to result in a reversible disulfide bond. This is the primary mechanism for
oxidation of Bt OhrR. When C16 is absent, oxidants attack the next available thiol group
– C121 and form inter-molecular protein disulfides. Sodium hypochlorite has an
inclination towards oxidizing C121 more (Figure 13A). Hydrogen peroxide also produces
reversible oxidative products of OhrR. Other than CHP bearing a tendency to be partial
towards reacting with C16 first, and sodium hypochlorite to a slight extent towards
C121, Bt OhrR appears to respond less preferentially to either of the inorganic oxidants.
This is probably attributed to the small size and highly reactive nature of hydrogen
peroxide and sodium hypochlorite.
Oxidant-induced regulation of ohr and ohrR genes
MarRs assume a triangular structure having a two-fold symmetry, with a globular
DNA binding region at the base of the triangle, shown to bind palindromic sequences.
The N- and C-terminal helices of the two subunits intertwine to form a dimerization
interface that acts as a ‘hinge’ between the two DNA-binding motifs. This hinge region
dictates the distance between the two DNA binding lobes. The DNA binding region of a
MarR, consists of a winged helix-turn-helix (wHTH) motif for DNA recognition. It is the
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‘hinge’ region that helps maintain the two DNA binding regions at a distance of ~ 6 Å
between each other, such that the two DNA recognition helices of the wHTH motif of the
protein (α4, α4’) fit exactly into the consecutive major grooves while the wing contacts
the minor groove [41, 46, 102]. MarRs bind their cognate DNA with a high affinity.
Modifications in transcriptional regulation can only be achieved if conformational
changes in the protein’s structure (as a result of ligand binding/other environmental
factors) specifically alter these protein-DNA interactions, changing the protein’s affinity
for its cognate DNA.
In the reduced cell environment, OhrR has been reported to function as a
transcriptional repressor of itself along with ohr [50, 59]. In B. thailandensis, an elevated
level of ohr expression was observed in the ΔohrR mutant, while showing low levels of
ohrR being expressed (Figure 30), indicating that Bt OhrR functions as an autoregulator
while regulating ohr expression. OhrR has been characterized as a thiol-based redox
switch, that regulates the expression of ohr and ohrR by sensing and responding to
organic oxidants [50, 78, 84, 103]. A similar phenotype was observed in B. thailandensis
on treatment with organic and to some extent inorganic oxidants as well. In the
presence of CHP, WT cells showed an induction in ohr and ohrR expression [50, 78, 84]
although with the amounts of ohr transcripts synthesized being greater than ohrR
transcripts [50]. These results indicate that Bt OhrR senses and responds to CHP
resulting in derepression of ohr. A subtle induction in ohr expression was observed in
ΔohrR cells at a higher concentration of CHP. This suggests a probable involvement of
another CHP-sensitive transcriptional regulator of ohr.
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Though hydrogen peroxide reacts with Bt OhrR in vitro (Figure 12, Table 3), it is
a weak inducer of ohr in vivo. It does induce ohr expression in WT cells, mainly at
higher concentrations of HP [59, 84] while repressing the ohrR promoter. Since this
occurs mainly at higher HP concentratin, increase in ohr expression might probably be a
cell-generated response to cater to increased organic peroxides that might be produced
on hydrogen peroxide reacting with organic molecules (lipids) in the cell. WTe and
Δohrc cells showed a linear rise in the expression of ohr as concentration of HP
increased. A similar phenotype was also observed in ohrR expression on treating Δohrc
cells with HP. With the complements growin in higher gentamicin concentration (inorder
to maintain the selection pressue on the plasmid), increase in ohr expression might
probably occur due to a combination of hydrogen peroxide and gentamicin releasing a
burst of ROS [104] together inducing hydroperoxides.
Unlike other typical 2-Cys OhrRs, B. thailandensis OhrR appeared to respond to
sodium hypochlorite in vitro (Figure 14, Table 3) and in vivo as well. The latter was
confirmed on observing an increase in ohr promoter activity by treating B. thailandensis
cells with sodium hypochlorite. This was consistent with an upregulation in ohr
expression previously observed by Peeters et al in 2010 in B. cenocepacia [94]. Their
microarray analysis revealed a ~37-fold induction in the expression of ohr on treatment
with sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl). These results suggested that OhrR senses and
responds to sodium hypochlorite as well as part of its regulation mechanism.
In order to illustrate potential structural changes OhrR undergoes during
oxidation, a cartoon representation of the Xc OhrR structure was generated (Figure 35).
In its reduced state, OhrR binds its cognate ohr promoter, leaving no space for the RNA
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polymerase to bind. As previously mentioned, oxidation of C22, causes C127’ to rotate
towards the sulphenate enabling disulfide bond formation. As a result, in addition to
structural disruptions in α5 and α6 (shown in figure 36), a major conformational
distortion caused is the addition of an extra helical turn at the N- and C-termini of α1.
Addition of a turn at the C-termini of α1, causes α1 to push over the DNA binding
domain resulting in a 28º rigid-body rotation of the conserved wHTH motif, causing it to
pop off the DNA. This rotation now orients the DNA recognition helices α4-α4’
perpendicular to their original position, in a conformation no longer suitable to bind DNA
[58]. With Bt OhrR being highly similar to Xc OhrR, the former probably undergoes
similar structural rearrangements in vivo to regulate its own expression along with ohr.
90º

A

B

α6
α1

α5

α4

“hinge”

α4’

Figure 36 Overlayed reduced (cyan) and CHP oxidized (green) structures of X.
campestris OhrR. Cysteine residues are shown as yellow sticks with disulfide bonds as
yellow spheres. Oxidation of the cysteine residues result in inter-molecular disulfide
bond formation causing massive structural changes relayed onto the winged HTH DNA
binding region, displacing the protein from the DNA.

Helmann et al [56] discussed the possible ways OhrR can be oxidized to be
functionally inactivated. They along with others published that the development of a
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disulfide bond or a cyclic sulphenamide (formed by condensation of a sulphenate with
the backbone amide group of a neighboring amino acid) are a necessity to abolish
protein-DNA binding, with a view to induce gene expression efficiently. Single cysteine
OhrRs, functioning as transcriptional repressors, repress transcription efficiently only by
forming a disulfide bond with an additional free thiol group donated by a low-molecular
weight thiol probably floating in the cytoplasm [63, 105], unless they are bound to
function as transcriptional activators as in Streptomyces coelicolor OhrR [51, 57].
Wt OhrR primarily forms inter-subunit (within its own dimer) and inter-protein
disulfide bonds as observed on SDS-PAGE. It is this variety of oxidative products
formed on being exposed to organic and inorganic oxidants, in addition to bearing
structural affinity towards specific oxidants (such as CHP) that makes Bt OhrR unique
and responsive towards its environment. Although all the three oxidants – CHP, H2O2
and NaOCl – visibly oxidized the protein in vitro (SDS-PAGE and thermal stability
results), CHP was observed to be the most efficient inducer of ohr and ohrR, followed
by sodium hypochlorite and lastly hydrogen peroxide. A probable reason for hydrogen
peroxide being the weakest among the three could be the battery of ROS responsive
systems existing in the bacteria, aiding in efficient removal of hydrogen peroxide with
less left for Ohr-OhrR to respond to [50].
The Ohr-OhrR interplay occurring in B. thailandensis in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide (HP) is quite intriguing. The wild-type and mutant strains (Δohr and ΔohrR)
respond to hydrogen peroxide by upregulating ohr expression with OhrR still repressing
itself. This could probably be due to the ohr and ohrR promoter sequences being
different and OhrR binding the ohrR promoter DNA differently than ohr. These results
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suggest that at high concentration of HP, the cells probably needed Ohr to detoxify the
remaining hydrogen peroxide and/or hydrogen peroxide adducts, in the process
releasing some molecules responsible in repressing OhrR directly or indirectly. This is
indicative of a secondary regulator probably binding the ohrR promoter in the presence
of HP. Another possibility could be with differences in ohr, ohrR promoter sequences,
HP oxidized OhrR might be binding differently to the ohrR promoter repressing ohrR but
not ohr.
Physiological relevance of the ohr-ohrR system in B. thailandensis
Bacteria have been shown to possess two major organic hydroperoxide
scavenging systems – AhpcF and Ohr. OhrR regulates expression of ohr in the
presence of organic oxidants. As part of the current study, several experimental
methods were performed to understand the protective role of OhrR against oxidants.
The qPCR analysis showcased its regulatory role of catering to oxidant pressure in B.
thailandensis by upregulating gene expression of itself along with that of ohr (as
explained above). Ferrous-oxidation xylenol orange (FOX) assay depicted Ohr’s
function as an organic peroxide degrader under the regulation of OhrR. This was
concluded by the ΔohrR mutant showing 100% degradation of CHP while the Δohr
mutant showed no signs of CHP degradation, almost on the same lines as the LB
medium control (Figure 27). Both these phenotypes were complemented well with the
ΔohrRc strain revealing regulated reduction of CHP (similar to the WT), contrary to
Δohrc cells that showed a faster rate of CHP degradation than the ΔohrR mutant. In
contrast, the plate assay results did not conform exactly with the observations made in
the FOX assay. The Δohr mutant was observed to survive better than the wild-type
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strain (Figure 28). Viability count results were consistent with this observation, with the
Δohr cells growing better than the WT. This could probably be occurring as a
consequence of two scenarios – a) Absence of an antioxidant enzyme, such as Ohr,
would result in the occurrence of a highly oxidative environment triggering other stress
responses in B. thailandensis, helping in its better survival. Being a soil bacterium, it is
susceptible to diverse oxidative stresses, therefore possessing varied protective
responses against them as a back up if one shuts down might be natural for the
bacterium; b) Genome-wide analysis confirmed existence of the other organic peroxide
degrading enzyme – AhpC (alkyl hydroperoxide reductase) in B. thailandensis. This
enzyme probably takes over in the absence of Ohr. However, it is difficult to confirm its
expression since there was no reduction in the concentration of CHP as observed in the
Δohr mutant cells. With the FOX assay performed for a total of 40 minutes, AhpC could
possibly be taking longer to express (more than 40 mins) for an effect to be seen on
CHP levels.
Oxidants are highly reactive compounds, capable of generating a stress
response by interacting with multiple substrates by themselves or via their metabolized
products. This can result in an oxidative stress-specific regulator like OhrR to regulate
other genes directly/indirectly via its own oxidation or as a consequence of the oxidative
byproducts of OHPs. Recent studies in C. violaceum and M. smegmatis have shown a
correlation between OhrR and virulence. In C. violaceum, OhrR regulates the
production of c-diGMP (a secondary messenger molecule, crucial in pathogenesis
among many other functions) in addition to ohr, making the bacteria less virulent in the
absence of OhrR. c-diGMP is the negative regulator of virulence factors such as
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chitinase, hemolysin, collagenase which would have otherwise been activated if OhrR
was present. Hence decreased virulence [106]. On the other hand, a ΔohrR mutant
appeared to be more resistant in M .smegmatis to oxidative stress and therefore more
virulent [103]. In some bacteria, OhrR has also been shown to be involved in central
metabolism and regulating motility [107].
Since OhrR has been shown to exhibit different roles other than its conventional
one to regulate ohr expression, we were interested in understanding if OhrR plays any
diverse role in B. thailandensis as well. With each mutant (Δohr and ΔohrR) showing
varied colony morphologies (reverting to smoother colony type) in comparison to the
WT (wrinkled), OhrR and Ohr seem to be playing an important role in B. thailandensis,
since deleting them, even in absence of oxidative stress, resulted in smooth colony
morphologies. With Burkholderia spp. previously shown to produce biofilms as their
mode of infection [13] colony morphology results were compared with biofilm formation.
The results obtained were not very different from the wild-type, with the only exception
being the Δohr strain, which showed much lower levels of biofilm formed than the WT.
Δohr strain might accumulate some ROS due to lack of the enzyme as a result
developing into smooth colonies, since the increased ROS level within the cell might not
require the cell to depend on atmospheric oxygen, a sign for not assuming a wrinkled
phenotype. The ΔohrR strain showed similar results as the wild-type. This was
contradictory to a study performed by Oh et al in Campylobacter jejuni where
overexpression of alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, AhpC (a homolog of Ohr) resulted in
reduced biofilm formation [108]. Unlike AhpC in C. jejuni, OhrR is evidently not involved
in biofilm formation in B. thailandensis.
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It was intriguing to see that both Δohr and ΔohrR strains survived better than the
WT. ΔohrR strain would have more amount of Ohr produced, enabling the bacteria to
survive stress, explaining better survival. In a Δohr strain, oxidants might accumulate to
a greater extent resulting in activation of other back up mechanisms such as some kind
of SOS/cell-survival responses that might be promoting growth of these cells.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Bacteria

are

pervasive

organisms

and

therefore

exposed

to

varying

environments differing in pH, temperature, redox state, osmolarity, and nutrient
availability to name a few [34], where each factor can be limiting/in excess and in turn
overwhelm the organism. Among all the stresses bacteria face, the predominant one is
the oxidative kind it experiences at the time of host invasion. Some organisms, such as
those dwelling in soil, face such conditions as part of their ecological niche with plant
exudates, or when industrial and herbicidal xenobiotic waste continually enters the soil.
During host invasion, the bacteria are exposed to a burst of free radicals as a primary
line of host defense. These free radicals are mainly a combination of ROS (reactive
oxygen species), RNS (reactive nitrogen species) and RES (reactive electrophilic
species), primarily the first two kinds. Activated macrophages also release sodium
hypochlorite as a part of the host defense [109]. With such a wide array of oxidants
bombarded upon the invading pathogen, the fact that persisters still exist, survive,
proliferate and spread infections indicates prokaryotes have far more profound
regulatory systems to protect themselves from the wrath of the host.
Prokaryotes possess an assortment of proteins to protect themselves from stress
and in turn adapt to their changing environments. They do so with the help of
transcriptional regulators that modulate bacterial gene expression to a more robust kind
to help them cope with stress. Among several that exist, an example of a wellcharacterized family of proteins that sense changing environments and help bacteria
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survive them by altering their gene expression are the multiple antibiotic resistance
regulators (MarRs). First identified in E. coli, MarR provides the bacteria resistance to
antibiotics and other disinfectants [45, 110]. With time, as more MarR homologs began
to be studied, their diverse roles other cellular process such as in cellular metabolism
(TamR) [111], release of virulence factors [79], export of toxic chemicals [53],
degradation of aromatic compounds [59] and such were highlighted. With such a
prominent list of functions, it was clear that MarRs are an important family of proteins in
the bacterial assembly, worth targeting from a therauptic point of view. But this has not
been easy since bacteria soon evolve to modify their detoxification systems to survive
harsh conditions employed by the environment (inside/outside a host) they are in.
A prominent situation highlighting this issue is the increasing trend of nosocomial
infections. Constantly evolving adaptive responses within bacteria have not just
rendered them resistant to antibiotics, but also to harsh disinfectants (organic and
inorganic). This was evident with a recent CDC report where 722,000 deaths were
reported in the U.S. in 2011 as a consequence of hospital associated infections (HAIs)
alone [1]. Among the other bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Staphylococcus aureus commonly reported as creating a menace in the hospital
environments is a new class of bacteria belonging to the Burkholderia spp. gaining
importance for the past decade. They mainly infect immunocompromised individuals,
especially those suffering from cystic fibrosis. To make matters worse, they are known
to co-exist with P. aeruginosa [4]. Use of harsh, potent, disinfectants is a primary mode
of maintaining sanitation and hygiene in hospitals. Several medical instruments are
even sterilized with them.
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Bacteria belonging to the Burkholderiaceae family have a unique ability to
degrade organic oxidants, rendering these disinfectants ineffective [11]. As a result of
clogged respiratory pathways, cystic fibrosis patients need to heavily depend on
breathing support for their survival, devices that are disinfected by chemicals. Bacterial
resistance to these is troubling [7]. Burkholderiales mainly are soil-dwelling organisms
and therefore have an evolved detoxification system for oxidative (organic and
inorganic) stress. With a lot studied on inorganic oxidant-induced stress and the
antioxidant systems involved, not much has been explained in the context of organic
peroxide stress. I was therefore interested in investigating this issue.
Organic peroxides are highly toxic molecules as they not only generate new free
radicals, but also produce deleterious intermediate adducts such as acrolein that reacts
with biomolecules and has deleterious effects [32]. Till date two organic peroxide
scavenging systems have been studied – the first one is Ahpc (alkyl hydroperoxide
reductase) and the other being Ohr (organic hydroperoxide reductase) responsible for
degrading organic oxidants. While the former is controlled by OxyR (a LysR member),
Ohr is regulated by OhrR (a MarR homolog). Being aware of the importance of MarR
family of transcriptional regulators I chose to study the ohrR-ohr locus, the mechanism
of ohrR-mediated regulation and the oxidants Ohr and OhrR respond to. Classically,
OhrR has been shown to respond to organic peroxides specifically. A recent study
published by Peeters et al, depicting the upregulation of ohr in Burkholderia
cenocepacia in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and sodium hypochlorite [94]
brought my attention to the possible involvement of OhrR in inorganic oxidants-induced
stress as well, which would be a novel feature compared to the conventional OhrR.
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Being interested in Burkholderia spp. I chose to work with Burkholderia
thailandensis as my model system. B. thailandensis being a non-pathogenic, soil
saprophyte, grows in an ecological niche full of organic peroxides from plant exudates,
lipid peroxides, and other xenobiotics in the soil, apart from inorganic oxidants present,
and is therefore an ideal model to work with. It also shares genetic homology with its
pathogenic relatives, B. mallei and B. pseudomallei, known to cause glanders (in
horses) and meliodosis (in man) [88] respectively, and regarded category B bioterror
agents by the CDC. This increases the importance of this study.
With this study, I hereby report that B. thailandensis OhrR responds not only to
organic (cumene hydroperoxide) but also inorganic oxidants (hydrogen peroxide and
sodium hypochlorite), a feature distinct from other OhrRs. This observation was made
based on SDS-PAGE analysis which showed formation of reversible dimeric and
oligomeric species in the presence of organic and inorganic oxidants. Common to other
OhrRs, B. thailandensis OhrR also senses changes in environmental redox state by
virtue of its cysteine residues. Bt OhrR has 2 cysteine residues, and site-directed
mutagenesis revealed that both are essential for disulfide bonding, with the oxidation of
Cys16 crucial for initiating disulfide bond as suggested by thermal stability assay and
comparison of structural similarities with X. campestris OhrR. Electrophoretic mobility
shift assays and DNase I footprinting revealed Bt OhrR binds specifically to the
promoter regions of ohr and ohrR, depicting the role of OhrR not just as a transcriptional
regulator but also an auto-regulator. Attenuation in DNA binding of OhrR in the
presence of oxidants, observed by the loss of protection on the ohr promoter DNA,
confirmed the regulatory role of OhrR in organic peroxide detoxification.
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This was in congruence with the qPCR results which showed that Bt OhrR
functions as a transcriptional repressor of ohr, whose expression goes up in the
presence of organic and inorganic peroxides, with the effect of organic oxidant being
more pronounced. With ohr expression theoretically required to be constitutive in the
absence of OhrR, differential increase in ohr expression in ΔohrR points out at another
transcriptional regulator probably being involved. Another phenotype suggesting the
involvement of a secondary regulator was the increase seen in ohr expression in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide, but no change in ohrR levels, as though another protein
represses OhrR in the presence of hydrogen peroxide or HP treated OhrR binds the
ohrR promoter differently resulting in such an effect. It is true that Ohr degrades organic
hydroperoxides specifically. But probably in times of stress, when there is excess
hydrogen peroxide in the cell, it oxidizes other biomolecules such as lipids into lipid
peroxides that now need to be degraded by Ohr and therefore ohr levels are
upregulated.
Furthermore, it was observed that Δohr and ΔohrR survive better than the WT B.
thailandensis in the presence of organic oxidants. Better viability in ΔohrR cells can be
explained with more efficient degradation of peroxides rendering the environment
habitable for the bacteria. It is intriguing how Δohr cells could grow better. A probable
reasoning explaining that would be absence of the scavenger Ohr enzyme, results in an
excess of oxidants, which probably activates a back up system or an SOS response of
a kind helping the cell survive better than the wild-type. With most Burkholderiales
existing as soil saprophytes, a super high oxidant concentration probably might be
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something they have/do encounter and therefore are physiologically equipped for such
a scenario.
In conclusion, this study suggests the possibility of Cys16 being the crucial
residue of OhrR that senses oxidants and relays information to the rest of the protein by
forming an inter-disulfide bond with the neighboring Cys121. Disulfide bond formation
induces structural changes in the protein, altering transcriptional repression of ohr by
OhrR, rendering the environment habitable for the bacteria. Understanding the probable
mechanism of action of OhrR, cysteine residues involved and oxidants OhrR responds
to, might probably be insightful in designing therapeutic drugs against Burkholderia
species. Having understood that Cys16 is “the” most crucial residue for oxidation of
OhrR to be initiated to allow derepression, could be a probable target to look at.
Additionally, pinpointing on the mechanism on how both the ohr and ohrR deletions
grow better, could help us have a better understanding on the physiological relevance of
both the proteins for the bacteria. Bt OhrR does respond to inorganic oxidants, but a
differential mechanism for regulating ohr and ohrR expression in the presence of
hydrogen peroxide only opens up other probable back up mechanisms the bacteria
might have to protect itself from stress.
Future directions
Having understood the importance of Cys16 in oxidant sensing, it would be
interesting to express single and double mutants of OhrR within the B. thailandensis
system to determine if the same is observed in vivo as well, or is there not much effect
on gene regulation had a disulfide not been formed. Also based on DNase I footprinting,
if Cys16 oxidation alone can result in attenuation in DNA binding in vitro, can this be
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replicated in vivo as well? If so, then structural analysis could be carried out to
determine what could the possible oxidative products be formed sufficient in causing an
attenuation in DNA binding. As part of my project, I observed that the Δohr mutant
grows better than the WT in the presence of CHP (cumene hydroperoxide), which is
theoretically opposite and therefore intriguingly scary. Looking at the transcriptomic
profile of B. thailandensis in the presence of oxidants will help gain an insight on the
other back-up mechanisms that might be activated when CHP is present. To add to
interesting observations, I also noted that in presence of hydrogen peroxide, OhrR
differentially regulates its own expression from that of ohr. ohr levels increase while
ohrR remains tightly repressed in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (HP), suggesting a
role played by another regulator in binding the ohrR promoter and repressing it in the
presence of HP. This needs to be further confirmed. Another possibility for such a
phenotype to occur could also be if HP-oxidized OhrR binds differently to the ohrR
promoter resulting in such a phenotype. This would need to be determined by
footprinting analysis. Pathogenicity testing of WT and Δohr, ΔohrR mutant strains of B.
thailandensis on a model such as C. elegans will help confirm if better growing capacity
of Δohr mutant in comparison to the wild-type has any correlation with virulence.
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